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RE: Renewal of NASA NAGW-4388, January, 1997-December, 1997
Dear Jay and Dennis:
Much of my time during the first five months of 1996 were perforce devoted to
analyzing data acquired by the Galileo Probe Mass Spectrometer (GPMS) and writing the
GPMS team's Science paper. Because of my 18 years of experience analyzing mass
spectrometer data from the Pioneer Venus Probe Mission (LNMS), and my emeritus status
I found myself uniquely prepared to make rapid progress in analyzing and interpreting the
GPMS results and with time to do so. I enclose a copy of the Science paper that resulted.
Since that paper was written, post flight calibration is proceeding methodically and we have
had a careful look at the data obtained between 14.5 bar and 21 bar which was barely
discussed in the Science paper. (See the COSPAR paper, also enclosed) The most
interesting result here is that in this altitude range the water vapor mixing ratio gets up to
1.6 times solar, compared to the 0.2 times solar below 11 bar that was quoted in our
preliminary report. Like H2S and HC1, H20 increases in mixing ratio with decreasing
altitude (or perhaps horizontal displacement). We are inclined to attribute this effect to the
probe's finding itself in the descending volatile poor arm of a circulation system. We are
awaiting calibration of the instrument for NH3 for further enlightenment.
In the meanwhile, I have been able to get started on a couple of Venus hydrogen
projects. On of these should be finished and on the way to publication by the time this
letter would have been written in the past. I have been trying to understand how to
reconcile the standard treatment of the evolution of the H20 and HDO reservoirs on the
planet over 4.5 Gyr in the presence of H and D escape and injection by comets. The simple
relations
J[.]
d"-_"= -¢1 + P1 (1)

diD] _t_2 +P2dt =
govern this evolution.
Where the fractionation factor f is given by
f = _2/[D]
t_l/[H ] '
and, if we take
¢1 : -K[H] ,
with K constant (big assumption_ and let
-)
Rs = (DIH) s
in the cometary source, the solutions to (I) and (2) are
[H]/[Ho]=e-Kt+PI([H]I (1-e -Kt)
t)a _,Ho )4.5
[D]/[Dol=e-fKt+RsPIf[Hll (1-e -fK`)
f *1 (,Ho)4.5t
or
R = [D.__]= (1- e-fKt)/f +(RslRo)(PllOl[HiHo]) -le-fKt
[H} 1-e -Kt + (pl/+l [H]/[Ho])-le -Kt
(2)
2
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
01 = 7xl06cm-2s-1 ,
Early this year my GSFC PV colleagues and I published a paper in JGR, Planets
(Hartle et al, enclosed) showing how analysis of PVO data over several solar cycles
allowed us to determine H and D escape fluxes t_l and t_2 averaged over the planet and the
solar cycle:
These relations are discussed in detail in a chapter for Venus II I have written (copy
enclosed).
(8)

3f = 0.44.
This is close to the Charge Separation Electric Field H + flux obtained by Hartle and
Grebowski and generalized by Hartle and myself for solar cycle effects
_I(E) = 9xl06cm-2s-1
f=0.17
It is not a good representation of my "best guess" for the combined electric field, charge
exchange flux (E + CE) (See Hartle et al, Donahue and Hartle, Donahue et al, all enclosed).
_I(E + CE) = 16xl06cm-2s -1,
f = 0.10.
We can put these values for _1 and f in (6) and (8), along with the measured value of
R = D/H = 150 + 30
and
P1 = 7x105 - 4.2x106cm-2s-I
(see Donahue et al, Venus II),
where
1 < Rs/R o < 2
The funny thing is that the problem is over determined if we have [H], _1, R, f,
P1, Rs/Ro given by experiment. This is because the measurement of R at 4.5 Gyr and
K = {01/[H1}4.5
means, for any assumed Rs/Ro
[Ho] .
is determined. Then in (6)

4= [Ho])4.5
and [Ho/H ] which gives the ratio of the original water inventory to the present on is set.
There is no freedom in setting P1/_)I !
I am now in the process of investigating the implications.
I am also preparing to have a go at calculating the charge exchange contribution to
hydrogen loss rates, using realistic models for exospheric H, H +, D, D +, and ion
temperature from PV data. This has never been done properly. Hodges and I have
proposed doing this a couple of times, but Hodges has not been funded for his part. I hope
to get his "unfunded" help in closing this embarrassing gap in our knowledge.
I have presented papers on Cytherean and Martian Water at the European
Geological Society Meeting at the Hague and at the Pale Blue Dot workshop recently at
NASA ARC.
During the final year of this grant I propose:
a) to finish the calculation of charge exchange loss rates of H and D from Venus;
b) to continue to analyze Galileo Probe Neutral Mass Spectrometer data after
MODA support terminates on April 30, 1997.
c) To begin work on the sulfur chemistry and redox state of the atmosphere of
Venus.
Sincerely, t)
Thomas M.
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The Galileo Probe Mass Spectrometer:
Composition of Juplter Atmosphere
Hesse S. Niemenn, Sushil K. Atreym, (3mergeR. Carlgnan,
Them= M. Donate, Jol_n A. Ha0erman, DanN. Harpolcl,
Rl¢rtiu'dE.Hattie, OonalaM. Hunten,WayneT.Kmprzm(,
Paul R. Mahld_y, Tot)Is C. Owen, Nil=on W, Spencer,
Stanley H. Way
determtnini the imtopic ml_0 of dwIr ¢on-
st|nant,lemnm ($},aim, Is_ recorded
from over 6(]00 indwidtad vtlues of man.
to.chsu_ muo (m/_). The dm returnedby
[he tnlct'u_rtc hev¢ led r.or.heducove_ o(
I_ IIIW I|t|'KNIplIll|; r,;uttltitgOIl= _ I_
measurement of numerom obut_cm =u_[
_op(¢ t_tim. The _ olmp|i_ _ocem
,dmirmd rh= jovian nrer_p_qve throu_
knv-conducmnc=leaks to the ton murceof
= Clusdmpokmm mnal_. T_ _ muw.a
vnu pumped by e pay =M the m_lywr
volume pumped _o e much lower premture
by I I_tter _ by t s?umNon i_n_.
Otue role( (dtm¢c leek t; IX.l) _
from O.H2 ¢0 330 b=,; th= oct_ tnl=¢
(_L2) Ea'u:do_=d born 8.21 IN. to the md
at about 21 _ (6).
The oompo=ltlon of tt_oJovtln mmoaphem from In Id_tud, msrt_l I=yan ttmospl_ed¢
pro_ur0 of 0,5 tO21 _ wll dMMI111neclby I ClUedNp0_imill lpeotrometlr on the
C_taeoprooo.Themt_ngsue of Me(nauru)to Ms(hy=m0erq,0.1so,Ii _o=etothe Solar
tale. The _un01mo_ of metmme, war, _llon, neon, w_cldlUy_lrQgwteul/l_ m
mmurqKI; krypton lind xenon were deto_IKI, AI manured Inthe JcMnnatmosphere,the
amount of ¢=w'oonI_ |.9 tlmee the ml_r sl_unda_ee reletlveto Hn, the lullount of I_lfur
Ii grater then the eolerW)un¢lw_oe,and the emountof ox_ It mue_ leol t_en the solar
lbU_dl_eL _o mlo_ It_uf_Jl_l oomplro_ wRh _11ttof h_Jro(Mm Is IbOUt In OrdM Of Filth 1 _u_ n mmp_t mJtMtpeetrum
magnitude leu this the eol|r mbundlr_, IlotoDto titles of cer0on lad the noblegum fttx_ _e 3-_u m_tc_ tt 228 K, beforemw
are conelltont wllh mar vit_el, The momuRId Ittl0 of deem to hy0rogml(Oh_ of mi_ifmant w_t=' cloud m expecaK1,m,,d
(6 = 2) x 10-e Indk_tm the tNi rlt[0 Is grmDr In _ol_em h_roger_ thin Irl Ioc_ enodtu one from _ ll.ber satan, where
In_Mltellar I_ydrogen,and the =HI/q'le title el (1,1 = 0,2) x 10-* provide= I new ViUl the 3._o K _mpmmm mum eJ_
for protOgOllr_1018rne0ull_ heflum 18o_olNI_,To_ltller, Wle _ 811¢1°l,IW_.tl 111101811 t_)be wu fer be_owmy wl¢olr¢ondenlrJo_
_rllll;Ir_ wtth oonvlnllon In rue tun of prier cilium tO prq_o_-dly she, _¢v_LCump=risunu( d,= twu ll_,'tm _we
_IMNC,'F. * VOL. m , m 199_ 1
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T-b¼ I d_o_ d_ mtxtnl r_,t'im(num.
bet demlt_., mlatiw m He) of _*¢ies the
w.m d*c*¢t*d and _" which mllabLi nml.
,m_men= could b, re,d,, Prior _dnm, i
mm _[y 1o"and mpmenr d_ dim wet.
._ m_ut d.a ivirql vmi_.Some _ d_
obL*rvedmix|_ rmlimun I_ coml_red
wl_h r.h_ _ur the mbmr_/,t,m **_ompll_l
by AI_I_I llndO_vel_ (7), _mnsmsiy
d,.oli_ lli_ mmiihl nl llIHi,, imi|Vui, l:li_d
on Vower or Emh.lmed ml_:tra,
T_ iovim l'[e/}'[_ mile, 0.I_ = 0.006,
i_ the mverxlle _ 14 Indlvldu,l _re-
m_m_, from DLI (0.157 -* O,(_i) m:l 4
from DL_ (0,1_! ","0,00_). All tim od_
_b¼ pm were _tmcmd, m_ d_=y ,m
=_mc, ml|y fr,,_aonamd, T_c N= ratio m I-_
t. abo.I ._ _rdcr_ m.lniludl blmidin d_
iolol ratio, whim*, fm Ar i_ mt_oisiililht-
Iv_*u., Kr end Xe w,m elesfly demcted:
upl_ limit, on d'ximlxinll miiol am msp¢c-
UvelV 5 led 50 limll thl liollt vllhla.
ill fourof the heavier nobhl pil,
immpi¢ mtim mumdon m them]mnrvelul*.
dmtm-mtnedfrom m mnalvm M d'_ ] mmu
(liwmii; iillit unK) dltll. "i'hi* lllilyIill II
¢onn_i|_mt_lby dr, mmd w _t _ 14,+
plodulld in _ ion Joule* mid to distm-
_,i,h l_n the contribucloal of HD md
e. H, + is _mt_ in m_l cdrtwo m_,
by di,,ocitive ionlm_Jon d CH+ m by a
Hi + arid H z. lh_ *ffl_W_V of H) + pmduc..
tmn _uld beder_minsd dmnll d_ _r,_md
hut u ¢onsld.mbti at_mt_eoi"CI'[,, I_.ilt41_
in d_ ion ¢,n,imm mrt_CH+ wIN dill only
DLI md DL2 _em _mm]y drarmlned.
Durme pi_, _ d_ SHet*l_ m_io
wll d_tlmlimd from 3.mmmend 4.mmu darl
obmlnld with i_ nob|e pi ell (NGC)
llmple (6). Hyd_o_n wm effectivelyid_'nt
h=m d_. iPl*mumpS.The muk, 1,! x t0-_
(Tmbill 1), Indtram,mdw. HI tn the Jovlxn
m_mo,pL_r¢hima *iTmlietpmpomon _ IH¢
then all. prolo_l=r Hi _und in mel.ollm,
wh_ SH,l+H,m (I,_• 03) X iO-+ (A).
Evidemlv, the "pmmlolmt" He llcmpel in
meteonm do _ot, in PEt, mfle¢l:the vnlucs
that exilzed il_d_ 10111rabu]a,
With _ He mlxinl rmttaand H_" pro-
due,el Iffv:iencm m ha_l, r._ MD/H z
ratio wo d_cmmdn,d6am rile DLI msd
DL2 dam llc 3 m end ) .mu, [:)urln$DL2,
in_linl, il_ ,Siellon .meil_ in d'.i ion
Imllle wlil riducld el ¢imlm_ 75 *V to
25 eV or IS eV. l_w Ind no He tom,
mpecttv*lv, were prodlld _illl
¢olrldttiom, end _ m_l of I_¢3**mu rlm
m the i-,mu role provid.d an upl_It Limitto
_t{! (llumitll_ Ito H)'*" _x[uctiot_) O_
(I.l + gJ) X 10-*. T_ mvmqle mdue
M_MI, mlalur0d f_ommlmil dim, ww Jim
_t Ai li.,k, _ nltim rm_uz,d in Inlit* 1
=rid 2 wc_ ,tnvllt p_ctmdv I_, mro_ Th*
ll_jll c liillOlPi¢ riflawu &teemined _td_
hli_ m_ in DLt d,= _ _e _on.
Irilmdon Ii rNHi II l? ,mu wll nql[iLIbie,
Th= nmo ime=_ly dlt _ ti_ ,-hi vide,
l_loMbI? ip_ aiPtemen¢ _ fom_i
for (::M+ mlxt_qi mum in DLi m_d _3,,
within thll cjdlbmtlon u_1£ettltnW 0/'
=_0%. 'nit, _ammtnxtion Indt¢,m d_t
mtn_q_h©_= laC l* _ .blmdlln= by e
_.tm of ) _etm'Ivem H i thin in Io|a?
aim nmtlrlll, The mlmlurld mlXml rltio
llllilr d_m_it_ in the ion mut_, m_t Iq
b_hind thor In lh, lU imlm. _ re, e-
tulle=ell mmd_whllll DL2 wll oplm lllmlld
bl t_ molt reliable, but _ m mm_
lit _fter enrichment ceil I (]_I) w_
cloud, Some o_die NH_ andM_O
ill DL2 tniy ihtil_il hive I_ ¢_ilnixlbui-
prelMt¢i o_llpUildllett i.j_lid HI (it. H.nce,
_. rh. ptmmnc,(rely4pp_ limill i Ill Ill
for dlem moli_ulim, The ¢onlmiint .tel
NH_, 16 time, dil _olar villi, hi wllkw
llllrl th_ I_liilinl mtinmm, 1 m l..] It111_
die iolln' viii, _ Inldlliii of JlilPlllt'i
mtcrow.v_ ermm,lo_ mpi_mlm (10), The
llmi¢ on wlmr vlpot. 0.2 tim=, the 0olaf
va+m, i, .ilnlflmml In vl,w d d_ _o¼_ m
llrilmt vm|uli iolmd fa d_ oikll _hltilem
C, N, _tl _.
Two- end dlxll.hvdlo_dxm *li_*i w-
p_md to b, _ TI_ dil_t i
I_ _o lip o_ any bJmvl_r hydlorazr-
10on,, Upp*t ltml= for die mixtnl r,rJm of
die0e_mv_ hydn_.atbcm q_m m "-I
orb.
He/H l m_io (0,156i ,q_* *Imoli
=x_dy wiih _ m_qoof 0.117 olmmin+d by
the htllum iblmdllnei derek.mr(HAD) _ll
thl Oelil_ prol_ (It); a of tile imlli-
_tll 7 lilil _lilUmlm_t am i_lled
clmew_ri (IJ). Thhi _lue hi conmid_b_y
Imler then d_mviLmmof O,LX obmbn_dfrom
Voyqer _ (1_), but LmiL_CL*(if mt_y)t,mm
r.hJn dl, vilue for die l_Imn_ mun, TI_
p_tulil*r vllml, i_ from Ivo|ucloMw
_xlllt of die sun, li pl&mbly II morn ltie-
vlnt itlridlrd Ind il llq_ ip_m* (I 1). II bl
wldltv believed lllt hmm_ mlmm_In,
wld_, H_JI-I_r,lm i_ou_ om41fd_ o_ d_
pmmlohr vIIu_, h_bNn dlpllmd Of Me byimporllni io_r_ of)-_'nu iota. Dunce m- of H+S in lke will.mix_l ,imolpherl be.
flight c,lllm',,ion, when the lt_le%_l;G rwt_*n8 and 11bin incremd by, fllclor of rlin._u, of He droplet, in _ mterio, (J J,th,  Pms o,. + )+).  ,?Pme HAO
r._ HDIH i rltt_ totthe llilximmry _. cion _ HCl, WiItt + randNH i :MII_ ---+-'-!:"---" • ;,.;_-: --=+ m ,qlX_u.q .+u_t
pie and d_eefficiency of 1-t_"pmd_l_lq_iTln :¢lidill .J.urb_ on m_ta| lurf_¢ll,, end) the tlime ipl_eml mull ol_mlle It .Iupllll%
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tho_h not to dm mmc ,xr_nc, Thto los of
I-_ t,. li_Iy c.plamtt_n d the N. d*pl*-
tian ol_._d by tim GPMS, If d_ mlubtltw
_l_e m He Is 8s ]lirle m_eo _ m,ll_lwl
(I$),
TEe vslue d (J " 2) x 10"j d,d_KI
for D/H from IID/H_i,htlher d_n the
ratios derived hum Emh.bmed spectro-
mcoplc obI_Ktom (J_, J7): (2 = I) X
l0 'fromCM3D/CI'l+end (2± i)x 10-s
(r,.,mHD/H,. I,,IF""w,llwtd_d_ vduc
(ound_ t rs_mt ,nalvm H VoymllCrinfm-
r,d ,p,cm (ll), (3_ + 0.5) x XO-g. TEe
jovimmD_ llck_ should be d_e_m* a,
pmmmlmr or mlmr.nebullt velul beciule
the nebula was dvl m_lce of Jupitefs by.
droIen. _ cerrea_rialnltio Is 1.6 x Z0-+.]
The tun convened Ill tu 13 to _Hi ,ziy in
Im history; thu_ Uem (U) aqlued chat the
ofqlinld _ m the ,olln' nebul* should be
equal © d_ d_f_mn_ _:twm, d_. _H,/
4_._ relict in d'd lOLler MI_I _ in m_mo_-
ira, whi_ sho_M o.onmtn rmb_l_ He (I0).
O.IM'o _'l*l_ fe_ rmmml*, _ I* (2.8 "*"
1.0) X 10"+, *rid this ovedjps the OPMS
v, lue, eub,tttutini th, m_ decermirmtkm
of pm_hr _PMe = (l.l -. 12) X
I0-*ford_ m,_,ori_one,_ mm_ Irb'_-
rmmt would y_ _ • (} = 1} x la -_,
mvalued_c Iscloutco _mc derived dir_:[ly
_mm HD, It i, _ilm_ dm_ _ on J_pi_cr t,
dlmt_¢dy l_is_er _:hm_d_c v*luc of (1,6 +-.
0.1) X 10"_ _M in 1oc.1 inter*tellu 14
(2_), m. *_ _ tee steady destruc.
Ctond D in tee plmcy by mud[at nuclemm-
lJleMl during the hul 4.J X I_ yem,
mmdmb[yrail number of cloud pmniclu
det,c_td by r_ neph_t_rm_ experiment
(_,) indicate r.hm_r_ probemr/hey, de-
s_ndsd tnw m, ..mm.lly _mr p,n of the
j_,imn a_. _ olevio,., c_pisnatlon
Is r.h_ cEe _n ,Am _ H ml_id_ee,
lilt,, mint el,st _Irm. _ _. O.r HtO
dm_ velu,, then. rosy be ]iN tK_m
d_ !danemry *vest, el___ _, resul¢t,
unldteh/, In • cloud, du mhitive humldit_
_ _ Ju_ over lO0_, _ mlJ is con.
VoTqlm'#_ecm by Cmlmn .tld. (IS), Th_
c_rm,pondlml profile of water vapo_ ha, s
*rawEeqlht d sbo_ 3 ks. If, t% ,m, mpl.,
t_e misgive hpmk[iv/el mducad by • dolm.
drM'__rom.a'_5 to 90%, tee amount of
sub_idel_mqutmd _ _ In(90/I00) kin, ot
mere /0.) kin. C_r mem_menu w,r,
mm:b st far Festa' depd_ thin dl expect.
ed c_ndenmcton lewt (_ or _ I_n); m
perturb the humtdl_ tc mucht deep [eve]
would requin: u dow.dnd't uxm:ldtni OVel:•
ritnlc d wetl OverIt IC*[Ceeil_t, fnr mote
d_n n,ed.d limply Io c_ur ou_the clouds,
There remitim rh__;kllttV _ I l[obal-
_caiit circuitt'ion, per_ipl upward pt l_i_
llmmdmaM downwmmlst low.
¼_ ,cmm_rtc _uMar._ d C
m_i_u _t_ murr_ o_her than tim lu of
d_, mLse e.,bu¼ ¢onmbuc,d _ si_fftcnn_
_im d d_ vohmle, in the .nv.top, of
J.Nm_. T_ lhtmenol tt_d wa_qr lhoukJ
hive been in the cm_bnt,d phm in the
nel_bot_o_ d the mcomtirqlJupimr,_rm
peuible ,xphmtclon for mdeficlmtcy of wa.
w_ pmpomd by Omuct.r rand _ (_,
't): mmc of r.M pit_emtmh ,mcrmd m
[he rocky, Icy core of r_ c_nbl?u pl_net
ml::_¢r_ IIWI:II_ colt_l ,_cr d_cplmmt
the mi_hbo,t_ _l,_ r_bulm. Wm_ vtl_or, _.
eeln_ r_ lemt whmle, _miti_ dora
the cc_e, wl_ma _ like CO, CH,, md
N. could mlx with d_e nebulm.denved en-
v_]ot_,,mlr.hinl it inC ,nd N. Akhoush
d_ ,centrie could uq_roduc, r.t_ ob,ervecl
abundsmI, t: mum be m_d by r_rou_
modellNl, Ifthem w_ e hrle rmm _ lim-
mccmcmI phmemsimat,, d_. low mlsclvc
Ib_M _ _p['lOYle _0 mqutml
t_m eo hey* been ri¢h in e._d..-mmmmm,,
materi.6md dad_enc InO, it him been
ct_tomat_tofume d_ttoutermltt-svmm
phmetmimb membb the lemt.ahened
cmbo,_ou, chondrim, dmc _l m Ea_,
whi_ conctin more (3_m C (@J),but
them iretony r_tterrmud_ drier.The
mnn d_wmm ob,crv_ 6_ .umy _milt_:,
in _ omlf mlir WICcm have been .x-
pkdmd by mmtmlng * roe_; ice mgia d
umltT, hue l'W_nalm much d the low.
_t_ltW ntllt£_rLIl il carbutlKl,*OUI l_t_et
thm_ toy,
Ifour mml- tm mpremn_ve of th.
en_m p¼nec (24}, _ pr_ci_ _b m
wht_ _.ve_ _ num_ of _te.nccret.
ini_ wsmr.r_c_ plmneu_imalJ dellwr voht-
_i_t_or_ jov_ envelope (I), 'rbcrc is no
,I_ of _ _m¢ _*=, cloud, o_ d_ eone-
lpC_inl vs_, invel_dto explain waves
spendlnl _m _ Sht_m_.Lew 9 ira.
pecu (_). Wmt_r vmpo+oblvlml tn the
tm,e,ccplumet Is_b,biy came 6o_n the tin. _'
l_:cm, notJupim_,m smImed (26).
IIqiMNOI ANDNOt10
l. D. ,J. IIm_meee.._seu. Jqm,.E_,s_ J_. ,e_. s0,
_? (INI: J, 8. PolIk IwJ P, B01Welwdew,_
C3,_ 4e_ 0emnwy 4_ S_I_,_m'_"
i_ii, l. I<,/qNVII, J, I. IIa_m_k, _ l, _,lee_wn,
Ira, [L_ko.aem_um _mo,,tumme,_II_, p. M,I;
W,B+_,I_,, P,Me,
z, j, i,l.,mlr_m'_D.J, Be.v.mm,Awmm_m..'.Pm.,mW
il, 400flN_; T.0Nn I_K k.Nun,/oleul1+0,
s_s_m
I,_qWW_k,M 8,MW.P_wm.Id*,IUnlv,o__
_q'ii,T_, IINW_,p._Wn'.
o, H.D.Nlleel_ re,M,,INto) Ir_ ,qm,_IO,111{'IN_.
6. I_,C_In_tin bcli 0m mmM*to _ m'l_m*r_
end kM _ th, en_ _ms N_
SCIID4_II • 90L me , me l_kS
_ nat_mm_ mI_ _mm/_ _m_w,
i_ N klo_M N m li _ilM _ Me.
#u4mwl 1,41oO i_l,lhllwo_ 011|
rl_ mqw_ wm mmml_ _, mW.erdvr_m_v,
_ _ i_i_ 0t_ rope.MeW
_m_ I_,
I. _idll'l I+,_ M. I, _. P.mlmO'JNi_
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ABgTI_CT
Tho GaLileo Probe entetM the mtmot_m of Jupiter on December 7,1995,
Mcesuremcnts of the chemical and botop|¢ compo6ition of the Jovian atmosphere, were
obt_ed by the mass spet'_meter during Onedetcent over the 0.5 to 20 ben"l_eot_e
region over a time pedod of a_imttely 1 hoar. The n_pllng was eithez ot
,..o_phedepie=_ In,educedintotheionmete of themm ,pectruee_
thn_lh capiUsry lmla or of lat whie.h had been chemically processed to enhance the
sen_l_vity of the meaum_:m©nttotracespode, o¢ noble gum. The analysis of this data
_t ¢ontknuPJ to be refined baled on mupponlng bi_7_itox'y ,tu_Le,o on en engineering unit.
1_ mixing rltJce of the mjor conttltuenr_of the tcmosplx_ hydrogen _ helium have
ban determined as well u mixing mtint or upper _ for _evend lest Ibundant species
including: methane, water, ammonia, ethtne, ethylene, Weptne, hydrogen suite, neon,
trlon, krypton,, and xenm_ Analysb alto sullem the pretence of trace ltveb of other 3
_d 4 clrb0_ 1__, of propl_e niciie, ptlolphine, hydrogen chloride, and of
benzene. The de= set tho tUew_ uppm' limitJ to be tet fo_ many species of lme rest which
were notdetected.|=otopemdo_ were meaiiLrM for =He/He, D/H. "C./'=C,=Ne/_e,
"AO%_r and for isotopesof bo',_ Y.z and Xe.

n_TRODUETION
The detemi_ti_ of the compolition ef ;upiter'l Jtmosphe_re and the comparison with
sol_ ebundmcw is of interest fro= thepoint of view of undcmandinl both the naturc of
t_ fot'matlonofthisplanetdlpouiihmechanlml suchu dl_t ct]xu_ ofnebularps or
infusi_ of'icy pbmeteslmalamd the subsequentevolutionof Itsatmosphere
pzerJpit,zLion01'consti_ems_ the lnttri_'. Althoulh remobe sensing from Vo)_Ber and
other_ andfromip_nd basedobNrv_o_ had¢onstr_i _, _lzd_
aSundam_to hycb'oscnof helium,met_ water, ammmda,Fhosphhc, andor.hr.|
$_]ea p'Jot'to the Galileo Pyobeentz7, samplb_ibelowthe cloud]ayes|wasonly
pOlll'ble for many specieswith the i_dtu musureme_tsenabledby the Probe,Isotopic
determinations wh_h lid been obtlh-_ by earth baled spectrolcol:_ for somespecies
suchu deut¢flum[Smith,ctal., 1909,Carllou et al., 1_3] couldbc mcasuz_ for a
Ip_ r_lc ofsi;mx:Jeswldl an MIIp.I meg specl_metrJ"iTlelmuremwlt,
Preliminary ar_lyltl of the OaILleoProbe Neumd Mass Spect_meter (OPMS) data
_lcma_ ct al., 1_] pv¢ JsOtOlXradosfor thenobleplea, D/H, and _JC/'zC,and ,^
abundance rado_ tohydrogen for helium, memane, neon, argon, and hydrogen sulfide H , _,l_V" "_"
_g as upper.Limitstothem/xmSratioforwm_, ._oe/m, left,on, andxenonin the9 _ o,_ _..
to ]2 bar reBIOnofthe |tmozphere._.x_tinutn| |nadym nftl_ (3PM_ damsin_ thl| _ _ _,tF._"
]m_U_ins_ repoztEu utabUahed the ]xlmmceof the sdcUtlanalsFeciu etJ'mne,,_ath_., _
andpropane,_uU_ _ l_U_ccof_d__de, t_,n_ne,and_ol_ncmtr_, "_-._,," .
the!1l:,u'to2_ bar1_ssum _llm,.Ithasboon,uuested_treya??,IS96,O_ eal., _ _.
1_] d_t_d, In_.ese maybeduetod_ probe=u_ into_ r,_
many mpecles,COml_red to the Slol_dave_ile, This depictionLsattributedto preclpltatlon_
ofIDesmov,nluF_udthrought emid rqllonofthesdjacentmemberofthe \ ,. .,j
The mstz'umcuthasberndesc_bed['Nlemmmet Id,, 1992], _ itulnumcntconsistsofa
quldtupole analy_" mass spectromete_ with a mass range 2 to !_0 amu. The ion source
had n mai_Jcally confined electron beam emttled from a hot flhment. The electr_t
en_l_g w_ nomlmdly 'Y$eV with oc_nsional 25 eV and 15 tV meuumments, The ion
detectorwas anclcctro_multipl_a operatedin• Fulsecountinl mode."['beion sourceand
analyzer volumes were continuously pumped by a mirdamre spuner Ion pump and by
chemical ScUm, The ps samplinglystemallowedps fromoneof twodlrectleaks
_DL1 or DI..2) or from enrk_hmentceils(T_I orF_2) to be introducedinto theionization
relion of the mm __r. The o_oe of one of t_¢mu'i¢Sm_tcallswu
optlmir,cd fm lb¢ d_t_aion of rare la_ (RU). g,cvcral bl_klPoU.d N_cu'a wcrc taken.
The lu sampLtnllzTmm andothertnit_numt elementslu-eshown schematicallyIn
FisureI.Filu_e 2 Ulumtes thetime lequencini of'the directltmozpher[c

j.'_g'f IIRZkgO_ O_ llllAtlOrl'
1mccsmmm_nt_, the_
_c .k__ nd ma_,umm_t, md the
_L., , + Inlll=
_; inlet1 I rt "_'''mmplms of the atmosl;_Imreby the _,i, , ,. o_.
+ 11 |
andtcmpmtw_ mni_ _ 10
;]_, .sT. ' _+V.,h,'m,nt
_: _l+t : c,++
+.,..++,,,.+.,,o.+
=t.mo,l:_ric lJ' _1 tl'm_lh _ / ¢,d t
oneo!twoinle_tin= to be _ ', * '
sampledcU_xl|yor _ ¢be_cal
p,_e_dnl by one oftwo
em,'ichmenteIUL The l=4,r
me._un:mcnts w_m d_iped to
provide il tiP,liner nook Ig=
I I
I + I II I l0.1 ,',',,_,'"'l .... ','+'*"l .... _ ....
6OO
5OO
4OO
=!
-+p
ftlmr¢ 2,1"11¢mXlUCn¢lnio+'d+c2 =cpm'tt¢ hle.u m_dth©
=tric_ent cell =mnp]=| t+Lmmlm Ulum_tcd.
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meauremem md in inc..mind
tpeelu. In additionbsckilrou_ le"s 104
_ wemUdamst3
sequence.TUemmmmm ii
sequenceoverthe6863
in'lpSd°n mira durln' width '_'_ [ 1_ttl _' 10"dam wu mmsmlttodand the s|
_Imll¢_ affoc¢on _ prmu_ 104 _ _,, b _.___ IO"
source is.glustrated in Ft_re 3. " " 1_"
*'.... o"....
J,
the tim©at which each TImt(_r8 .
sequencewu inltiatm il
summtflzed in T|ble I together
with the approximate temptmt_m
andp'usuze at the sumof the
seqpenceu dertved_orn the
AtmosphericSu_¢_xreExperiment
[s_f, m,1., 1_).
Figure3. Thedem:entsequenceis iI]u=medby
showtn8theq;_roxim_ ion sou_'epmsure=
vtriousperiodsdurin|thedescent.Btcklp'ound
mmurememperiodsmdenrichmentcell perl_ me
tlso illustmed,
e] 0_._d _) _8_ Pl?
RG (rme pt) 2161 1092
_1 (enrichment cell 1) 2452 1238
B2tl_u:klpeund2) 309? lS61
DL2a(dL_ leak_a) 34_2 1753
]30 0.4
251 3.8
268 4.6
281 5.4
Ed22(ellricl_m_t cell 2) 4442 2233 353 12.1
DL2b (dL-ec'tleak2b) 5331 2677 381 15,7
VI0A ind VIOB open
all =muee inlet vtlv_ ¢]os_
V2. V3 ¢lmed, V4 open
V], V2, V_ closed, H3 on, V3,
V4 open
souros inlet vtlvm closed
in_ 2open,ill othersource
inlet v_lvm doll
V8, V12 open, VT, V9 closed,
C2 heated by 1'16,si_al
throu_ I.,4 is added to tl_t
from L2 which h_ no shut 0fl
vaJv_
VS closed "
||, ,i
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_strumsrJt _anmln_
AlthOUllh several of the probe exl:_m_Li were L4'r_ by the Ireltl_' than ex_
thermal _'ouptlni to the prol_ interior of'the Iovitn atmoIphe_ [You_ et al.. 1_(5], the
dirt am from the nun8 spectrometer _ rehit]vel_, ti_e Impacted. This was due, in plt_,
to the pr_on _ rhea'realinertia of' the Lntcnml pre,uuduxl housinl which hod beat
in,,pletll_ted to avoid electrical cUschiule at certain FmlSl_l'e |cycle durtnil the descal.
Tem_ In theLnsnmentel_idcs variedfromjpiroximately -10 C severn]
_inute8 into the descent _ approximlzly 70 C neat the end of the probe mission.
The res_nu of me de.or to chsnjel Jnthe uunp_8 system for seve=1 sele_
nusw ov_ thecourseof thedescent is i_Jl_Jted in F]i_Ire2. The signedlevels durins
the I_ckipround musurernem periods tnd the enrichment cell periods indictted that
valves mid hutcrs pc_0rmed ILl _pect_L
LJ
8OOO 7OOO
PiJ'ur_2. i_tcctor couoI,sto__cctaf nsos vlducsere shownova" the entire diecmtt
Iequence. l_lvely la_ l_mum In _e countrm©_ mamcs I 8 and _0 8d_crEC3 m,c
evident. The counts have beua oon'ected fo_ detector dead y,is_e effects, Thue corrocLJonsare
v_JJdover the entire dea¢_ tot the counts _hown at 30 amau,18 aunu, and 15 .mu. Howev_,
itsthe ]tie1' l_OU of doeDI,,ZI reltOn, the E::2 rellon _ the 1:)I,.2.5relJon thedetectorlI

nek'_Rttu'ated at 2 aad 4 amauand for them me.asu_mcatsthe form of thiscarrot|on is not
valid,
The variation in ratios of the eountt/pedod in the DL! and the DL2 region for the
_.ffclent Nasa lllusU-atc the need for IndeF.nd_t calibrations for the two capillary leaks.
This is line, in pnem, for each wparm specm. DI.,2 inmxlts:es the gas into the
ionlmlm ref0m in a dL'ectbetm fsth fromthemd of the capillary letk tnd a portionof
this ps is ionized before it thamslizu with the wa_s of the chamber. The path to the
ionization rclJo. _om DLI Is more indirect because of the requiruncnt to close valves
Vl0a and Vl_ after the tint seiFnent o_me measurement Is complete,
COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS
Summary of IPz_ViOt_lRel_?l arld NEw _h_L_l|
We haw previously reported abundances of 0.156 :I:0,005 for 'He, (2.1 + 0. i 5) x I(Ys for
CH,, (7.7+ 0._)x 10_ f_l'l,S d upperllmJtsof(3.7÷ 0._5)x10_ forI_O, (5,$÷ 0.3)x
10" for NIT,, (8.5 +0,4) x 10" f_' Kr, and (5÷2.$) x 10" for Xe, The helium to hydrolen
ratio is Lnexcellent niP'eement with the value derived from mlother Probe instrument
Helium Abundanc8 Detector[Van Zshn,M ILl.,1996].Methane sbundaneetwere dedved
from me.mumnen_ in both the DL 1 and DL2a re_ion. The minima] inter/thrace at mira
17 ]0tileDLI rel_xt allow the '3C.J_CraUo to _ establildl_ at 0,011 [NLemamnet al.,
996]. identicalto the solarvalue.
The UPlX; lim_ of Y,7 x 10" fat water prcviou,ly reported L'Nkmann, ctal., 1996] was
derived JYom the rc$ion just _low )2 I_ _=_or to mp 4442 wl_ere me endchn_'_ cvtl
measurement was init_), This value reptelenui a lJnut Of 0.2 times the wlM' vaJue.
However, the data show in FIIP_ 2 shows that the waist abundance i_ by the
time the enrichment cell experiment EC2 had been comptcwd and dLrect uunpUnl of ths
a_os_en_ res_d at 15,6 t_r. This rapid L_cre.aseIn mlxin$ ratio is ako _ for
tevmd other species and is comdmm with d_ view thst atmOtld_ri¢ ci:culation effects
created a ]a_,e rellion substantially depleted in _denuble species at the htllhes'idtitude
rCl_Ons of the FoSe _ site, Another exsmlds is dis vmrl_do, in msss 30 co.nts w_
step number, al_o shown in riiu_ 3.
The DL2b sequence provides dam f_orn the deepest port of the atmospl_re sarape!
be,,fofe the inatrummt beipm to deil_ due to ths txtreme conditions. I'1185quall_ data
was olptalned _u_ms the DL2b tequcax_ over the pressure nmse from 13.6 badrto
approximately 21 bar, This relion shows the Meauestnumber of chemical species Jnthe
spectra. In addition to the speciesUsted above we have identified ethane, ethylene, Im_
propene in the ipectn. Our pre;l_tinsry ma]ysil also su f,i_! _e presence of race levels
of other 3 and 4 _ hydrocaubons, of propane nJtriJe, phosFhint, hydroSm el'doride,
and of benzene,
past H/'_.mtm' T J_rV P,,lti:Hrst_
The calibraOonof the ftiiP_tunit in 19_ sampleda v_e_y of chemical species postulated
to be pment in Jupim's atmosphere. Several ofthe species identLrted in the OPMS dsUt
were not included in these calibration experiments and we are presently continuing these
experiments with a spine GPM$ unit. This _lJbr_on is rle¢Sllil_ for quantification

muonlmumsincem sea_tlvt_ of 0_etn,u_m_ to _ea_t Sam vmiu comickmbly
ttom spectramspeciesduetothe gaslnl_ andpumpingsystems,
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The GalileoProbeMare Spectrometer:
Compositionof Jupiter's Atmosphere
Hasso B. Nienann, Suahll K. Abreya, George R. Carlgnnn,
Tl_omu M. Donate, Jorm A. Hal_rmon, Don N. Hlulpolcl,
D.id.H_w,, Urdven_olA_am,'ruee_AZiHl/_,
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UD_ooo_,U2,k.
?litl 1, M_Illll II101 10HI I'_111_ rlitl _ fl Jmk_' i': W _" lll'K _ Irdral _
a , --
T
2.3 ± 0._)x 10"* 0.10
uA, (1.0*. 0_) x __"* 1,0
_1_ • (_.8 _: 4)x _0-° "S
.,$ = a,_x '_o-o -60
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•rlb_. I Ihmwl,d_ ml_nll ,_w_m(num. DLI _ _ _ _mr'dy <kclI_MCL dll_ C_lll|tt¢l_ the iO_ gOufCt_ IM
bet demlt/esrelativeto H_) o(1_¢1¢!tha_ l_r_nl l_lrObIdmc4m__ :]_*_ redo _ _ _ theI_ m _
_mm d_mcmdand far whichmll_bb mat. mmdram'miredfrom ]4mi__ 4.ira dim ,umee_ mad, while _ _mI ogmm
ume.u could I_ ms&. [m:x mtmm obtatnedwith d_ noble Im roll (NC}C) 5, d'_ mot _dlCde, _t _ m m_k
ame_ Io' md n_pt_.,lemu_ldlttaI_. mmpl_ (6). Hydll_n lm dFectivclT_ lint din' ¢t_ttcbm_t call I tICl) wal
.bo_ m, Iv, rill, v_. So_ oi'm0 fron_d_t,l_nple.'l'h,_Ic, I,I x I0 -_ cleaod._k_eotd_NH_mdH_dmc_i
oi_en,ed mUanSm,m -.n I_ u_m_eo.ml ('rmbl. l), indta,m d_acH. tn th,: .)o,_=n i. I:X.2_.y d_ndoc,_ _
_u_ r,h_ _urd_ ,.1_ W_m " c._npticd a(moq_rc _ • mit_ ixol=_mum_(_l'b: _1_r o_qpm,i,xI at _l_ MIm_mdIm Imtim
_ m_dC,_v_mc (7). commm_ly tksn t_oprotoiolmrH.&.mdlnm_um_m. Immm_o_sb,mdm_tl'_lndHe (9)".i'_m, A_
,,,_,m SHeP].t, - (13 • 0.3) x 10"4(A}. _-,,.dl_re'***_e.oal_llmluaml_mrek.m._ = ad d_ 0ob_,Imadm_. Abo
_ ,_.,,tmd wlt,_P*_dV_ _ E_m_, _e "_tmol_ He t_o¢om I. _ _hm molK.Im. The canmsint ._
on Vo,n_t orEarlh.bled qI_t. m¢_on_s donot,in fmc_,ntflm:cthe v_t_s NH_,16 times d_ wlst vs1_ b mudI'
The iovla_ i.4_/I',L,mtto, 0.156 :c 0.00_, that mtUuKLm tlw m_r n_buli, d'_mthe al0_m,I aurora, I m 13 i
U the rmMe c_ 14 incllvlduelmomum- With the He m/zin_ mtlo_ H__pr0.-- _ _ wdue,kom mmn/Wa_d .Itlp0m
_m fromDLI (0.I_7 ." 0.CC6)md 4 ducum ,_tctestctes m hm_d, d_, I'ID/H_ mtcrmmve emi_ q_caum (I0). T_
_n _ (0.L_! = 0.00_). Alt th, od_ nmo m dtuam/na/ _om the DL! md 1_amoa wmu_rvmx, 0.2 ;/ram d=
nobb _ weredmcml, md th_-y,m. DL_m_s_l_mu,[Nnnll;_ _l',r-t"_l nfmmstmvtowddmmimm
ckmc..dly ft._uo_ml. T_. X. mTsom,_t_ _ d,..t**_ _ tn II,, _,, I_m v.t,m kund fo_ dm ,x_
b -bo.t amo_dcro_mq_im_ IN, _ m. _ wm mduc_ at_timm_ 75 ,Y to C, N,m_ S.no_vml_o,wiwm_fmArd_omfioiodii_t. 2_ IV ot 15 *V. lbw lindrio He iota. Two-I_ t_l__ll_MIl_
I_ Im_u_ _ m_l X. me. e_ demcu_ m_cttvdv, were 8mxkced _b_ thin Im_d to bn pmm_ The du_:z lmlu
,pt_rlimimo_d_mla_mdmmmpe¢- cmdittom, m_dd_m_dl_3-mnumm _ no din d _/_ _lm_
uv,_ Smt 50tim**_, mlz vmlI, _ m _ Z,.,a,.umu_prov'_d_ Im_l_m t,or__pm ttmtw_ em mt_q mum
,_l fouro( d_ i_v_ ,old, _m_ _ XD_: (,,_nml _H_ _od_. ) d d_ }mv_ _ _ m -_
imlX_Cmum m clom to t_ lOire'v#kI, (l,l :l: 0J) x 10-', TM IV_ muz m P_ I._/H_ m_to(0,156) ,,Imm ,iaw_
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Infrared remote soundings and in situ mass spectrometric measurements place _ presem water vapor abundance in
the lower atmosphere of Venus at 30 _.+10ppm. and there is some evidence of spatial and temporal variability.
These measurements also agree that the D/H ratio in this water vapor is 150:1:30 times tlml of terrestrial water. No
other hydrogen compounds are present with mixing ratios as large as 5 ppm v/v. The significance of these
measurements for the evolution of water in the planet depends on the history of escape of hydrogen and deuteriulll
and their replenishment by exogenous and endogenous sources - such as comets and volcanoes. A charge separation
electric field driven upward flow from the night side bulge region produces escape fluxes averaged over the entire
planet of (1.5 + 0.2) x 107cm-2s -_ in H" and (5.6 + 1) x 104cm-'s -t in D" during solar maximum (fractionation
factor - 0.15). Very serious depletion of H" andD" in the bulge during periods of low solar activity reduces the
escape to 0.15 these rates. The solar cycle average loss rates are (9+l.0)xl06cm-2s -_ for H and
(3.2 ± 0.6) x 104 cm-2s for D. Until charge exchange loss rates are calculated for aunospberic models that conform
to Pioneer Venus observations they can only be estimated. The best guess is that H escape, at _ be_ 9 and
7x 106cm-2s-t during the solar cycle so that the solar cycle average is 8x 10_cm-as-t.The fractionation factor
should be small - about 0.02. The total flux could be as large as 1.7 x 107em-_s -t and as small as 9 x 10*cm-a$-t '
dependingon theactualchargeexchangecontribution.The lossratescanalsobe calculatedfromthesolarcycle
modulationof bulgedensities.For hydrogen,a solarcycleplanet-wideaverageof (6-7.5)x 10_cm-2s-tis
deduced,fisverylarge-0.44.Thisresultsuggeststhattheelectricfieldrivenflowinthethermosphereis
responsiblefor the entireescapefluxof about 8x10_cm-2s-t,0.15<f<0.44. If today'swater vapor is
predominantlyaremnantofanancientsupplyofwaterandthefractionatlonfactorhasnotchanged,Venushaslost
theequivalentofatleast4 metersofliquidwaterspreaduniformlyoveritsurface-0.12percentofa fulltet_strial
ocean (fto).Thislower limitwould be 30 timeslargeriff is0.44. Ifthereisa sourceof waterwith
D /H = 1.6x 10-4,theamountofearlywaterrequiredtoaccountfortoday'slargeD/H ratioincreasestosomething
between0.6to16% ofa fto.Itisalsopossiblethatthewaterpresentodayhasbeensuppliedby outgassingof
highlyfractionatedwaterfromthemantle,perhapsduringamassivere.surfacingevent.
|. INTRODUCTION
Today, the surface and atmosphere of Venus are very dry. How dry is a question that this
chapter will address. How dry the interior may be is a question much more difficult to answer
and thus one this chapter will consider only in passing. The planet is losing water because

hydrogen escapes into space after water molecules have been dissociated in the upper
atmosphere. Observations made by instruments on the Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) have
greatly improved our understanding of escape processes and their magnitude. This chapter will
examine these f'mdings in considerable detail. The planet's atmosphere may also be acquiring
water at a rate comparable to the loss rate because of encounters with comets and
contemporaneous outgassing of the interior. Thus, in principle, an appreciable component of the
water vapor in the atmosphere today may have been contributed by one or both of these sources.
On the other hand, much of the water vapor, and particularly the deuterated water vapor, may be
the residue of water Venus acquired as it was being created. It is also possible that the
provenance of much of the deuterated water vapor (HDO) is very different than that of ordinary
vapor (H20) since the light isotope of hydrogen might be in a virtual steady state balancing
escape and injection of deuterium-poor water while the heavy isotope is mostly a still decaying
remnant of the primordial planetary water inventory. In such a case most of the light isotope in
the atmosphere today could have arrived there relatively recently. This chapter will devote much
of its attention to a discussion of the degree to which the source of today's water can be
determined. In this regard explaining the remarkably high value of the deuterium to hydrogen
ratio in the water vapor will be the principal objective of the chapter. This review will elaborate
on developments since the last major reviews on this topic were published (Hunten et al., 1989,
Kasting and Toon, 1989).
2. PLANETOGENESIS: INITIAL VOLATILE INVENTORY
There is almost a consensus today that the terrestrial planets were formed by collisions
among planetesimals that grew by accreting gases and dust from the solar nebula during several
tens of million years after the sun itself developed. Models of the latter stages of this process,
after 1025 -102_ gm embryos had been formed, place the maturing planetesimals on very
eccentric orbits that would have thoroughly mixed the material out of which the four planets
were made (Wetherill, 1991). Some or most of the volatile inventory of the planets, including
water, may have been acquired during this phase of accretion. In this case, Venusand Earth, in
particular, should have started with about the same endowment of volatiles, although they may
have had very divergent experiences with outgassing and release of volatiles from their interiors
after they reached their present size. Another very important source of volatiles for these planets
may have been a heavy bombardment by volatile-rich comet-like objects arriving from the outer
solar system toward the end of the accretionary period. The crater record clearly shows that such
a bombardment occurred. How rich the intruders were in volatiles is less evident, but it is
plausible to postulate that they were an important source of volatiles. Again, it is difficult to
understand how they would have contributed very different amounts of volatiles to Earth and
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Venus. On the other hand, singular events such as giant impacts by Mars-sized objects that
caused large scale atmospheric erosion may well have affected one planet and not another. A
recent attempt to explain the great difference in the rare gas abundances in the atmospheres of
Earth and Venus (Pepin, 1991) invokes such a giant impact to power an atmospheric blow off
event on Earth that did not occur on Venus, destroying an initial balance in the two rare gas
planetary abundances. This model also invokes early blow off of a dense hydrogen atmosphere
driven by strong extreme ultraviolet radiation from the young sun to explain the elemental and
isotopic rare gas fractionation patterns.
An alternative to fractionation by hydrodynamic escape to explain volatile abundances is
that the terrestrial planets received their argon, krypton and xenon, already fractionated, from
impacting icy planetesimals (Owen, Bar-Nun and Kleinfeld, 1992). To account for the large
abundance of argon on Venus, a late impact by a massive comet would be invoked. This
proposal has been criticized on the ground that the gases would be eroded in the very impact that
is meant to supply them (Kaula, 1994). A criterion is needed to determine whether impactors are
to be sources or eroders of planetary volatiles.
Further support for the "twin planet" model is the near equality of the nitrogen and oxidized
carbon inventory. This balance is attained by comparing the CO2 converted to carbonate on
Earth with atmospheric CO: on Venus. The conversion on Earth depends on water for the
weathering of silicate rocks and on an ocean in which the carbonate can precipitate. Thus, the
absence of liquid water on Venus is crucial for the difference in presentation of carbon but begs
the question of whether there was ever abundant water on that planet. Among the volatiles
whose abundances have been assessed water is the odd one out.
On the other hand, Lewis (1972) has shown that, during the time when dust and gas were
condensing to form the primitive solar system condensates, the temperature in the planetary disk
at 0.7 AU was so high that minerals containing water of hydration would not have been formed
there. If the terrestrial planets accreted most of their components from material that condensed
near their present orbits, primitive Earth might have contained much more water than primitive
Venus did. Indeed, Lewis (1972) argues that the density differences among the terrestrial planets
can be explained if this is the case, whereas it is difficult to understand the apparently systematic
density variation otherwise. Prinn and Fegley (1989), however, have pointed out that gas-solid
reactions are kinetically inhibited at typical nebula temperatures, so that neither Venus nor Earth
or Mars could have obtained their water this way.
If, on the other hand, Earth received an appreciable contribution of water from a
bombardment of volatile-rich objects at the end of accretion, it is hard to understand why Venus
would not. However, volatiles acquired as a late accreting veneer and those stored in the interior
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of the planet may well have undergone very different evolutionary paths (Pepin, 1995). In
particular, the late arriving volatiles may have been severely eroded by planetesimal impact and
enhanced euv heating not long after their arrival, while those in the interior had to wait for their
release by outgassing processes. Thus, if for some reason the orbits of large planetesimals did
not commonly cross each other in the later stages of accretion, the volatile endowment of Earth
and Venus might have been very different.
3. EVOLUTION OF ESCAPING D AND H
The measurement long considered diagnostic to the determination of whether or not Venus
once had abundant water interacting with its atmosphere is that of the ratio of deuterium to
hydrogen (D/H ratio) in its water today. Most processes by which hydrogen isotopes escape
from a planet discriminate strongly against loss of deuterium, leading to enrichment of
deuterium. If the relative efficiency of deuterium and hydrogen loss -- the fractionation factor --
is known, the ratio of the hydrogen content of a reservoir supplying the escaping hydrogen at two
arbitrary times can be determined from the ratio of the D to H ratios. This is irrespective of the
absolute magnitudes of the content of the reservoirs or the escape flux (unless the net loss of
hydrogen has a zero rate). Thus, if the abundance of hydrogen in the atmosphere of Venus today
(probably in the form of H:O and perhaps some H2) can also be determined, the present D to H
ratio measured and the D to H ratio in primitive planetary water measured or plausibly estimated,
the size of the early reservoir can be fixed.
If the amount of atomic hydrogen in a vertical column of hydrogen compounds is [H] and
that of deuterium [D], the respective escape fluxes 91 and q)2, and source strengths Pt and P2.
"t"J= Pl -¢1, (1)
dt
diD]
.r.m.z = P2 - _2.
dt
The fractionation factor is normally defined as
(2)
f = _2/[D] (3)
qh/IH]
(4)qh
where
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R = [D]/[H], (5)
and, in case water is the dominant hydrogen component,
R=[ HDO]
2[H20]" (5)
Integration of (4) gives the Rayleigh distillationship relationship for the ratio of the size of the
reservoir at some time t_ to a later time 6,
[H(t_)]- (R(t_))_A 7
r(h,h)-[n(6)] "R(h)" ' (6)
independent of tpl and PI, if f is constant. If, at t_, [H] is indistinguishable experimentally from
the hydrogen steady state, [Hss], that is if {Pl = Pi, f would be undefined. Eq. 6 then could not
be used to relate [H] at a very early time, h, to [H] at t_.
If the effective D to H ratio in the sources is Rs , Eq (2) becomes
d[D] = Rs Pl - Rf {p_. (7)
dt
Eqs. (1) and (7) can be integrated, numerically if necessary, provided there is a way to get a
handle on the escape rates and source strengths and how they evolve. An analytical solution can
be found if the hydrogen loss rate is a linear function of the total amount of hydrogen in the
system,
and both
where
$, = K[H].
Pl and P2 ate time independent.. In that case,
[HI = [Hss ]+ [H o - Hss ] e -_,
[D] = [Dss ]+ [Do = -Dss ]e -try,
(8)
(9)
(10)
with a similar definition for[Dss ].
and (9) (Gurwell, 1995) gives
[Hss] = PffK = q)lss/K, (11)
[H o ] and [Do] are the initial abundances. The ratio of (10)
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R(t) = Ro([Ho]/Hss) e -ft/*" + (Rs/f)(l - e-"/_. )
([mo]/[mss ])e -'IT_ + (I- e-'l*" )
(12)
where
_H = HSS/gSS • (13)
In a typical case a hydrogen inventory of 8 x 1022atoms per cm 2 is being evacuated at a rate of
107 atoms per cm2s so that "rn is about 0.25 Gyr. R(t) is a function which increases with time
to a maximum if Rs is small. It then decreases with time to a limit
Rss = Rs/f. (14)
This will be the approximate value of R in the extreme or "mature" steady state where neither
[H] nor [D] is any longer varying appreciably with time.
[H], of course, reaches an approximate steady state long before [D] does. During the time
when [H] is virtually in a steady state there is a useful approximation to (12), obtained by setting
the denominator in (12) equal to unity, or setting
P= K[H] (15)
d[H] =0 (16)
dt
[HI = [Hss] (17)
in (9). Then
R,(t) = Rs/f + [roRo - (Rs/f] e -a/'" (18)
where
ro = r(o,**) - [Ho]/[Hss]. (19)
This approximation has appeared several times in the literature with [Hss] set equal to [Ho].
Sometimes this has not been appropriate, particularly in the late stages of Rayleigh fractionation
of an early reservoir [Ho], where the hydrogen escape flux and the hydrogen source strengths are
approximately in balance and Rs very different from R_(t).
The behavior of Rt(t) in the approximation (18) is strongly dependent on ro. Long after
[H] has reached a virtual steady state, [D] can be much larger than [Dss] and R, very large
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/
compare?to Rs/f, its steady state limit. Thus, long after hydrogen has lost all memory of the
originaltdeuterium may retain it. The expression (18) seems to have appeared in the literature
first in a paper dealing with oxygen fractionation on Mars (McElroy and Yung, 1976). The
conditions specified in that paper were that loss of oxygen was balanced with its production from
water at all times so that from the very beginning oxygen was in the steady state. Enrichment of
_sO occurred because of a fractionation factor effectively determined by diffusive separation of
t60 and t'O above the homopause. The counterpart of Eq. (18) was appropriate to that situation
as it is to the application of Eq. (18) to hydrogen when water is taken always to be in a steady
state between cometary impacts and escape of hydrogen (Grinspoon, 1987; Grinspoon and
Lewis, 1988). But it was not to others in which its hydrogen analog with [Ho] set equal to [Hss]
has been applied to Martian and Cytherean hydrogen.
In (12) two characteristic times appear. One is the time constant associated with
establishment of a steady state for hydrogen "rH, the other, for the establishment of a steady state
for deuterium and, thus, for R is
ZD = zH/f. (20)
or 1.7 Gyr if f is 0.15 and "CHiS 0.25 Gyr. In Figure 1 R(t/'rH) is plotted for several values of ro
and f, with Rs = Ro = 1.6×10 -4. The approximation (18) fits the curves in Fig. 1 for R(t/XH)
well if t/ZH is greater than 15. In the case of Venus, with a hydrogen escape flux of 107cm-2s -i
and Hss equal to 8.3 x 1023 atoms cm -_ (corresponding to 30 ppm of H_O), t/'_ would be 15 or
larger for all times after 4 Gyr. In Figure 1 curves are also plotted for the case
roe-WH >> (1 - e-t/TM ) corresponding to Rayleigh fractionation of a primitive ocean and ro = 1,
which is a pure steady state. Practical application of these relationships to the atmosphere of
Venus will be made in Section 6.
A useful approximation for ro can be obtained by rearranging (12), setting Rs = Ro and
p = R(t)/Ro, noting that in all practical cases
5.05
t/xH > _ (21)
1-f
e -(t/x") << 1 (22)
and
pe-(V'_.)<< e-f(V'_H) (23)
for
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t/xH -> 8 (24)
and any reasonable value of f. Thus,
ro ---per'/'" - (e rtl'" - 1)/f. (25)
In most cases,
ro = (p - f-t)et,/_,, (26)
since usually
e t'/_. >> 1. (27)
ro is plotted in Fig. 2 along with the approximation (26) for a large range of fractionation factors
and for p = 150. Such a large fractionation factor cannot be achieved at times
t < 5.05xH/(I - f) (28)
because Eq. (25) becomes singular at this time. But as t increases above the limit set by Eq. (16)
the value of ro required to achieve p equal to 150 in the presence of a source with
Rs = 1.6 × 10 4 decreases rapidly to a minimum. It then increases exponentially for values of
t/xH larger than 6 to 8 depending on f. For times much greater than '_H, large values of ro are
required if an enhancement of D/H as large as 150 is still realized after a long period of quasi-
steady state between escape and a source of low Rs. It is most interesting that, for f > 0.02, an
enhancement, R, of 150 cannot be obtained at any time unless ro is larger than about 180. The
signature of a massive loss of hydrogen will have persisted, no matter what the hydrogen steady
state lifetime, if R is large.
On the other hand, if the planet never had a large amount of water exposed to its atmosphere
and the sources always have been balanced with escaping hydrogen, so that ro is identically
unity, R(t) would have risen from Rs to Rs/f monotonically. An enrichment of 150 times ro
would have been attainable with a source Rs of 1.6 x 10 4 only if f is less than 6.4 x 10-3. "l:ss
would then be 50 Gyr. If fis as large as 0.15, Rs would have to be 3.75x 10 -3, 22 times ro, to
produce a steady state of 150 times Ro if Ro = 1.6 x 10 -4.
Unfortunately, it is not clear that the ideal case in which _Pl varies linearly with [H] is often
attained on any planet including Venus. One practical problem is that the tropospheric hydrogen
may be mostly bound in condensables such as water vapor, which is prevented by a cold trap
from passing freely through the tropopause. This is certainly the case on Earth, where
stratospheric CH, and H2 are the sources of much of the hydrogen above the tropopause. Only
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if the CH, and H2 abundances can be shown to vary linearly with the water vapor content of the
troposphere will ¢Pl be proportional to [HI. This discussion neglects the water in liquid form,
which provides a source for atmospheric hydrogen that surely will balance escape until the
oceans run dry.
On Venus the clouds constitute a barrier between the lower atmosphere and the upper
atmosphere. The hydrogen mixing ratio is much less above them than it is below them. It
remains to be determined how the mixing ratio in the upper atmosphere determining the escape
flux, would be affected if the amount of water vapor in the lower atmosphere were very much --
say orders of magnitude -- larger than it is today.
In the case of Mars, H:O is optically thick to the solar ultraviolet radiation which
photolyzes it. Increasing the H_O mixing ratio in the troposphere merely increases the altitude
at which H is produced from H20. The consequence is that stratospheric H and H2, which are
generated by a complex of chemical reactions involving odd hydrogen and odd oxygen, change
only slightly, even when H20 changes by very large amounts. Consequently, the hydrogen
escape flux changes non-linearly with the total amount of hydrogen below the diffusion
bottleneck near the homopause.
4. DIAGNOSTICS: REQUIRED
The properties of the atmosphere to be determined if the problem of the evolution of water is
to be addressed effectively include 1) the D/H ratio in water or some suitable substance such as
atomic hydrogen, molecular hydrogen, H_S or their ions, 2) the abundance of water and other
hydrogen constituents of the mixed atmosphere, with their temporal and spatial variations, if any,
understood and 3) the escape fluxes of hydrogen and deuterium suitably averaged globally,
diurnally, and over the solar cycle. Also required, but more difficult to obtain, are the average
rates for inflection of H and D by comets and by outgassing of the interior. Thanks mostly to the
Pioneer Venus mission and remote spectrographic sensing from Earth and the Galileo spacecraft,
most of the items on the first of these shopping lists by this time have been acquired. It is also
possible to set reasonable bounds to the rate at which comets inject water, and the D/H ratio for
water on one comet, P. Halley, is now known with good precision (Balsinger et al., 1995,
Eberhardt et al., 1995). Magellan has provided enough information about volcanism on Venus to
allow speculation about the outgassing history of the planet to be at least informed.
5. DIAGNOSTICS: MEASUREMENTS
A) D/H Ratio
By this time the D/H ratio is one of the most thoroughly measured properties of the planet.
These measurements, all concordant, fall into several classes.
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1) Measurement of the HDO/H20 ratio in the clouds by mass spectroscopy;
2) measurement of the HDO/H20 ratio in the mixed atmosphere spectrographically from
Earth;
3) measurements of the 1 ainu and 2 ainu ions in the ionosphere and the interpretation of the
measurements in terms of ion chemistry;
4) calculation of the H and D densities in the upper atmosphere from measurements of H ÷, D ÷,
O ÷ and O densities at altitudes where these ions and neutrals are in a chemical steady state.
The first of these measurements was made by the neutral mass spectrometer CLNMS) on the
Large Pioneer Venus Probe as the probe descended. In the clouds, between about 50 km and 25
kin, the inlet leaks to the LNMS were sealed by sulfuric acid droplets. Very large signals in
several mass channels near 18 ainu and 19 ainu appeared at this time. The spectrometer was then
sampling H20 and HDO from the sulfuric acid drops. There were also greatly enhanced signals
from CH3D and HD, apparently created by transfer of deuterium from Cytherean HDO to
artifact CH, and H2 in the LNMS (Donahue and Hodges, 1992). Taking account of all the D
and H represented in HDO, CH3D, HD and H20 gave a D/H ratio of (2.5+0.5)x10 -_ for
Venus water, 157 + 30 times the D/H ratio in SMOW.
McElroy et al. (1982) first pointed out that the ion of mass 2 in the ionosphere could not be
H2 ÷ and must, therefore, be D+. They concluded that the measurements implied a hundredfold
enrichment of deuterium in the atmosphere of Venus, measurement of the densities ions at 2 ainu
and 1 ainu by the PVO ion mass spectrometer were analyzed with the help of data from the
neutral mass spectrometer. The assumption was made on the one hand that the 2 ainu species
was H_ and on the other hand that it was D ÷. The reactions removing HI" and D* are quite
different, the first being an ion molecule reaction with CO, forming CO,H* and H, and the
second a charge exchange reaction with O forming O* and D. The alternatives lead to very
different height profiles for the 2 ainu ions. Clearly the D* option was favored. One set of
analyses by Hartle and Taylor (1983) gave (2.2:!:0.6)x10 -2 for the D/I-I ratio after
extrapolation to the homopause. The other set by Kumar and Taylor (1984) gave 1.4 x 10 -5 and
2.5 x 10-' for the ratio when corrected for diffusive separation.
Neutral mass spectrometers have serious problems in measuring the density of neutral
atomic hydrogen because of its extreme reactivity. Fortunately, the atomic hydrogen and
deuterium densities in the lower thermosphere may be calculated from measurements of the
densities of O ÷, H ÷, D* and O with ion and neutral mass spectrometers in the region where the
lifetimes of these species for ion molecule reactions are short compared to diffusion times.
Because the resonant reactions
H++O_-_H+O + (29)
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and the H • removal reaction
H ÷+ CO2 --_COH ÷+ O (30)
determine the densities of H ÷, O and H; in this region the H density may be calculated from the
relationship
I
n(H) = {n(H ÷)/"(O÷)} {k29.(O)(TdT)i + k_o.(C02)}, (31)
where n are number densities, k29,3o are the reaction rate coefficient for reactions 29 and 30 and
Ti and T are the ion and neutral temperatures (Brinton, et al., 1980). An analogous expression
holds for n(D). The measurements of these quantities will be discussed in detail in section (5f).
H and D densities were obtained in the night time bulge region of the thermosphere during the
first three Cytherean years that PVO was in orbit and during its reentry during 1992. When
extrapolated to the homopause the ratio of deuterium to hydrogen densities obtained was
2.17 × 10 -2. Considering the uncertainty introduced by the need to extrapolate the thermospheric
ratios, the agreement among all these determinations must be considered excellent.
Near infrared spectral bands of H20 and HDO emitted deep in the atmosphere of Venus in a
window near 2.3 lam have been analyzed to determine the mixing ratios of H20 and HDO by
two groups. One working from Mauna Kea (de Bergh et al, 1991) analyzed their observations
to derive a D/H ratio of (1.9+0.6)x 10 -2 (120+40 times SMOW) in the mixed atmosphere.
The other, observing from the Kuiper Observatory Aircraft (Bjoraker, 1992) obtained
(2.5-0.3)x10 -2 (157±18 times SMOW).
All of these measurements are in good agreement with each other. The ionospheric
measurement tends to be a little lower than those effectively obtained by observing the mixed
atmosphere. This may be because of the need to extrapolate measured densities to the
homopause in the case of the measurements made in the upper atmosphere. Because of the
possibility of error in this procedure, we shall prefer the "tropospheric" measurements and use a
value of 2.4 x 10 -: (150 x SMOW) in this chapter.
B) Water Vapor Abundance
There is no shortage of measurements of the water vapor mixing ratio in the atmosphere of
Venus. Unfortunately, they lack the concordance of the D/H measurement. The measurements
reported before April, 1992 are recorded in Figure 3. Those obtained by gas chromatographs and
humidity sensors on Venera 13 and 14 and the Pioneer Venus Large Probe are orders of
magnitude higher than the rest. Given the difficulties with contamination confronting in situ
measurcments such as these and their gross disagreement with other measurements free of these
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problems we regard these data as unreliable. Analysis of near infrared spectra of the day sky
obtained by the Venera 11 and 12 spectrophotometer yields a mixing ratio that decreases
monotonically from 200 ppm at 50 km to 20 ppm at the surface. This result is perplexing
because such a profile has been obtained by no other instrument, including other infrared
soundings on the nightside. Most of the near infrared soundings in the 1.7 and 2.3 lam H20
bands radiated on the nightside of Venus and reported before 1992 gave results that clustered
around 40 ppm from 50 km to low altitudes. There is one exception reported by Bell et al.,
(1991) where one observation gave a mixing ratio of 200 ppm among others much lower. A
large latitude dependence in water vapor was invoked to account for the variation of infrared net
fluxes measured by the four Pioneer Venus entry probes (Revercomb et al., 1985). These refer
to heights above 40 km. The values shown in Fig. 3 decrease with latitude. The lowest are near
60 ° , the next near 30 ° and the very high measurement near the equator.
The LNMS data at 18 and 19 amu have been analyzed by Donahue and Hodges (1992 and
1993). Their results are plotted in Fig. 4. The mixing ratio obtained by fitting the H20 counting
rate profile to the counting rate profile for _Ar was 28+ 18 ppm, between 10 and 26 km, 6.3__
ppm at 51.3 km, 4.2+-32 ppm at 55.3 km, and an apparent decrease below 10 km to 7+3 ppm at
0.9 km. These mixing ratios are normalized to the _Ar abundances of 30 ppm obtained by the
LNMS. The decrease in H20 mixing ratio below 10 km may only be apparent. It is a
consequence of a failure of the HDO counting rate, which is due mostly to Cytherean water, to
rise below 10 km as rapidly as the _Ar counting rate. The H20 signal is dominated by the
terrestrial contaminant and could easily mask a variety of profiles for Venus H_O. It is quite
possible that deuterium atoms are being transferred to the very abundant deuterium-poor methane
in the mass spectrometer. If there is really a decrease in the H_O mixing ratio, there should be
another hydrogen compound created to take the place of water vapor. There is no evidence for a
hydrogenic compound in the LNMS spectrum into which the H20 has been transformed by a
gas phase reaction. At no mass channel belonging to a candidate reaction product can there be
found evidence for a count rate sufficiently large at 0.9 km to make up the deficiency in
HzOthere and which then decreases to zero at 10 km.
Since 1992 the near-infrared spectra of emissions from the dark side of Venus, obtained by
Crisp et al., (1991) and Bezard et al., (1990), have been simulated by Pollack et al., (1993).
These data are fit best by a water vapor mixing ratio that is constant at 30 + 10ppm from 40 km
to about 10 km, but may decrease between 10 km and the surface. The case for the decrease
below 10 km is by no means robust. The profile obtained by the LNMS (Fig. 4) well represents
their reconstruction. High-resolution spectra obtained by Bezard et al., (1991) and deBergh et
al., (1992) in the 1.18 lam, 1.7 _tm and 2.3 I.tm windows are also well fit by a constant mixing
ratio profile of 30+15 ppm. Galileo NIMS measurements also gave 30+15 ppm with no
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horizontalvariations exceeding 20% over a wide latitude range (Drossart et al., 1993). Water
vapor measurements are also discussed by Esposito et al, (this book).
C) Methane and H2
The PVLNMS registered very large signals at 2, 3, 15, 16 and 17 amu (Donahue and
Hodges, 1993). All of the 2 and 3 ainu detected can be accounted for by terrestrial H:
emanating from instrument surfaces, probably in the getter pumps and, except when the leaks
were plugged, from H_ produced in the ion source by electron bombardment of CH4. A
contribution of H2 from the Venus atmosphere with an appropriately high HD/H_ ratio
associated with more than about 2 ppm of H: can be excluded, and the data are consistent with
no H2 at all. The CH4, in addition to that introduced into the LNMS deliberately to help in mass
peak deconvolution, can be accounted for by methanation, probably occurring on getter surfaces
and involving instrumental H: and CO from the atmosphere. Thus, this CH4 component
mimics an atmospheric gas (Donahue and Hodges, 1993). The feature at 17 amu, except when
the leaks were plugged, and below 10 km, appears to consist of a mixture of _3C H,, and CH_"
generated in the ion source by an ion-molecule reaction involving CHI and CH,.
D) Hydrogen in the thermosphere: Lyman-a Scattering
Ultraviolet Spectrometer (OUVS) (Lyman-_ spectra from 20 orbits spanning the first three
Venus years have been analyzed by Paxton et al. (1988). By fitting emission rates to theoretical
models for resonantly scattered solar Lyman-ot they have determined the atomic hydrogen
number density and vertical flux at the base of the exosphere (200 kin). Both remained
remarkably constant at (6.0+ 1.5) x 104cm -3 and (7.5-1-1.5) x 107cm-2s -_ in the subsolar region
as solar activity varied. The integrated vertical column of hydrogen above 110 km was found to
be (3.6:!: l) x 10_3cm -2. Recently, reanalysis of these measurements by Hartle et al. (1995) has
revised these values to (7.5 + 2) x 10'Scm -_ at 200 krn and (2.9:1: 0.6) x 10_cm-2s -i . The large
flux in a region where the escape flux is much smaller than 107cm-2s -s, supplies lateral flow of
hydrogen to the nightside, where the hydrogen eventually escapes to space or descends below
100 km and returns to the dayside. Light atoms participate in the planetary-wide circulation of
winds to the nightside in the thermosphere and back to the dayside in the middle atmosphere.
Consequently, the densities of the light species H, D and H2 display a prominent bulge in the
post-midnight sector of the nighttime hemisphere. The circulation of the high mass major
atmospheric species is divergence-free. Because of their much greater scale height, this results
in a net loss of light gases on the dayside in the thermosphere and a net gain on the nightside.
The consequent nightside bulge in abundance is shifted into the dawn sector by the superrotation
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of the atmosphere. For further discussion of the effects of superrotation in the upper atmosphere
is contained in the chapter by Bougher et al (this book).
E) Escape of Hydrogen and Deuterium
Until recently, two processes were thought to make important contribution to hydrogen
escape. Exospheric temperatures are only 300 K on the dayside and 123 K on the nightside. At
such temperatures, the planet-wide average Jeans escape flux is about 5 x 105cm-2s -t, utterly
negligible compared to non-thermal loss processes. Collision of energetic oxygen atoms
produced by dissociative recombination of O$ ions with thermal hydrogen was once considered
a major source, contributing a planet-wide average flux of 1.2xl06cm-_s-t, with zero
fractionation factor (Rodriguez et al., 1984) or 3.5 x 107cm-_s -' with a large fractionation factor
of 0.31 according to Gurwell and Yung (1992). However, Hodges (1993) has pointed out that
these calculations neglected the effect of collisions by the initially hot atoms with thermal
oxygen that degrade their velocities before they can collide with hydrogen in the exosphere.
After the effect of these collisions has been accounted for, the hydrogen loss rate following such
collisions is reduced to insignificance, compared to the dominant processes involving hydrogen
ions. The first of these is charge exchange in the exosphere between H • ions with greater escape
velocity in the tail of the hot ion distribution and thermal hydrogen atoms. Two calculation of
the loss rate due to these collisions gave discordant results. Most of the loss occurs in the 20% of
the exosphere comprising the bulge on the nightside. The Monte Carlo model of Hodges and
Tinsley (1986) predicted a planet-wide average loss rate of 2.8 x 107cm-_s -t for this process. A
treatment by Rodriguez et al., (1984) gave 3.2 x 106cm-2s -_. Donahue and Hattie (1992) have
criticized both models for using unrealistic H and H ÷ distributions. They also pointed out that
the calculations consider only solar maximum conditions whereas H ÷ ion densities are reduced
to at most 0.15 their solar maximum values during solar minimum (Figure 5). When solar
activity is high the ionopause is far from the planet. O ÷ ions created in the daytime ionosphere
are transported in great numbers to the nightside, where they create H + ions in the bulge region
by charge transfer collisions with neutral hydrogen. As solar activity decreases the density of
ions in the ionosphere decreases and the ionopause closes in. Transport of O ÷ to the nightside is
reduced and production of H + with the bulge consequently decreases considerably. Another
theoretical effort to recalculate the charge exchange loss rate using the densities measured by
PVO for a complete range of solar activity is required. In the meanwhile, Donahue and Hartle
(1992) recommend a rate of 9 x 106cm-2s-_ for the planet-wide average escape flux during Solar
Maximum. This recommendation is based on an estimate of the effect of adjusting the properties
of the two exospheric models in question to realistic ones. Deuterium also is lost by change
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exchange. The fractionation factor for the process has been estimated to be 0.02 (Krasnopolsky,
1985).
Recently, another important escape mechanism for light ions has been identified. It is the
analog of the terrestrial polar wind in which light ions are accelerated to escape velocity in the
charge separation electric field that maintains the major ions and electrons of the ionosphere in a
stable vertical distribution despite their mass difference. Hattie and Grebowsky (1993, 1995)
have shown that hydrogen and deuterium ions are flowing upward in these fields with more than
enough velocity to escape. The outward flux of H ÷ in the bulge during solar maximum is
7.5 x 107cm-:s -t, for this mechanism (E) giving a planet-wide average flux of H ÷ during solar
maximum of 1.5 x 107cm-2s -_. The D + planet-wide rate was measured to be 5.6 x 10'cm-:s -t.
The fractionation factor for the process is, thus, 0.15.
These escape fluxes will vary with solar activity. During the reentry phase of PVO in the
fall of 1992 the 10.7 cm radio flux was at a level of 125x102_Wcm-:Hz -_ In 1978 and 1979
when the orbiter was exploring the solar-maximum, the 11.7 cm flux was between 200 and
250 × 1022Wcm-:Hz -_ (Figure 6). Since the H ÷ ion densities in 1992 were reduced by a factor of
0.15 and the electric field loss is proportional to the ion densities, the planet-wide average (E)
flux of H ÷ was reduced to 2.3x 106cm-2s-_. f remained at 0.15. Thus, the solar cycle average
electric field driven flux O_E is 9×106cm-:s -_ with a fractionation factor of 0.15. Because the
charge exchange loss rate (CE) is proportional to the product of the ion and neutral densities it
should be reduced from 9xl06cm-2s -_ to only 7xl06cm-as -_ in 1992. If the electric field
escape flux and the charge exchange flux are additive and independent, the solar maximum
planet-wide hydrogen escape flux (E + CE) would be 2.4x 10_cm-2s -1 with a fractionation
factor of 0.10. The low solar activity flux (E + CE) in 1992 would be 8.9x106cm-2s -l with f
equal to 0.06. The solar cycle average escape flux would be 0.9 and 0.8 x 107cm-2s-1 for the,(E)
and (CE) respectively making the solar cycle average flux (EC + CE) 1.7 x 107cm-2s -1 and 0.1
the effective fractionation factor. These measured and estimated fluxes are listed in Table 1.
F) Transition from Solar Maximum to Solar Minimum: Flux Calculations
The Pioneer Venus Orbiter reentered the atmosphere in the autumn of 1992. As it did so its
instruments, including the neutral and ion mass spectrometer, determined ion and neutral
densities in the nighttime ionsophere. As solar activity declined the hydrogen escape flow out of
the bulge diminished, but the horizontal inflow from the dayside hemisphere continued
undiminished. Consequently, the hydrogen and deuterium content of the bulge grew until the
downward flux had increased sufficiently to balance the inflow. The densities of hydrogen and
deuterium during the first three years of the mission and in 1992 have been calculated from the
orbiter data following the technique discussed (Hartle et al., 1996) and in Section 5a. The results
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areshownin Fig. 7 and8. Theaveragehydrogendensityin the bulge increased by a factor of
6.7 and that of deuterium by a factor of 4. That this increase is due to the reduced escape flux
and not to a change in the circulation from the night to daytime hemispheres suggested by the
smaller deuterium effect and the absence of any modulation for helium (Fig. 8). (In Fig. 9 we
show the thermospheric D/H ratios during the four years for which data are available. These
are the basis for the discussion in Section 5a.)
The number of hydrogen atoms in the thermosphere and exosphere ¥ is governed by the
simple relationship
d¥
= tos A/2- (toD + toe)An (32)
dt
where tos is the upward flux into the thermosphere on the dayside (area A/2), toD is the return
flux into the mesosphere at the base of the bulge (area AB, which is about 20% of the planetary
area A), and tOe is the escape flux from the bulge. It is possible to calculate the escape flux Oe
during solar maximum and 0e from the bulge during solar minimum in the steady state when
ahg/dt = 0 in (30).
2.5_s = tl) D + tl) 1, (33a)
2.5_bs = _D ÷ I_1. (33b)
OD and OD are proportional to the density in the bulge during solar maximum and solar
minimum respectively, therefore
OO = 0.1500 (34)
As was noted in 5A, Os is known from PVUVS data (Paxton et al., 1987), as revisited by Hattie
et al. (1996), to be 2.9 x 107cm-2s -l. Unfortunately the same is not true of _s, but there is no
apparent reason that atmospheric circulation which is responsible for the flow of hydrogen
should depend on solar activity. Thus, it is probably safe to assume that _s and Os are the same.
In any event diffusion limitation prevents _s from exceeding 1.5
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where eis the appropriate ratio ¢1 / OL. In Table 1 the escape fluxes called for by this
relationship are contained with the measured elective field flux and estimated charge exchange
flux discussed in Section 5E.
Process Eq 33
6.3-5.7
Section 5E
E 0.15 7.5
C_I_ 0.73 7-6.3 4.5 0.8
E + CE 0.37 6.6-5.9 12 1.7
Eve_aying due respect to all the uncertainties in the measurements on which these estimates
are basedflhe electric field escape process alone appears to give reasonable agreement between "'/
the measured observed value and the one that explains the solar cycle variations in bulge
densities. It is difficult to reconcile a very large contribution from H +, H charge exchange with
these results. In any event a very small planetary average flux of about L5 x lOVcm-2s -s during
solar maximum and 2 x 106 cm-2s -I during times of low solar activity _ is indicated, t.../
The effective H and D escape fluxes (_) resulting from this analysis of the bulge are also
tabulated in Table 2. The "synthesis" flux in the table captures both the measured E flux and the
flux determined from bulge properties in the case of hydrogen, e is assumed to be 0.15. No
such synthesis is possible for deuterium.
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Table 2
in 107cm-2s -t
E E + CE Bulge
0.15 0.73 0.37 0.15
(_l) 0.929.1 0.8 1.6 0.6-0.75
f 0.15 0.02 0.10 0.44
Synthesis
0.15
0.8:k0.2
0.15-0.44
(_2} 3.2_+0.6
i_2) Deuterium in 104cm-2s -l
0.5 3.7 8-10 NA
A similar analysis for deuterium calls for a solar maximum steady state flux, of about
1.4 - 1.7 x 105cm-2s -t planet wide, (8 - 10 × 104cm-2s -! solar cycle average) with only electric
field acceleration important. Combined, these fluxes result in a very large fractionation factor
of 0.44. It is difficult to conceive of a loss mechanism so highly fractionating in the modem
atmosphere of Venus.The "observed" loss rate for deuterium ions (Hartle and Grebowsky,/_3)
was only one third as large -- 5.6x104cm-2s -l. This discrepancy could be removed i_ _fffor
deuterium were reduced by a factor of about 3, which can be accomplished only by reducing
D/H to about 1.0 x 10 -2, given the observed density at 220 km during solar maximum Years 1, 2
and 3. This would be an unacceptably large correction in the HDO/H20 ratio.
6. EVOLUTION OF WATER
We shall first consider two cases based on the fluxes discussed in Section 5E. In one the
measured charge exchange flux will be added to the electric field flux. In the other it will not. In
the first case, the average escape flux is 1.7 x 10¢cm-es -! with a fractionation factor of 0.10. In
the second, it is (9+ 1.0) × 106cm-2s -l and f is 0.15. If the present hydrogen abundance [H] is
set by the 30 ppm of water vapor in the lower atmosphere, the characteristic time required to
establish a steady state in hydrogen is
_H = (160-300) Myr. (36)
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XD, tO establish a steady state in deuterium and in R, becomes
'tD = (1.6-- 2.1) Gyr. (37)
Finally, the relationship of Rss to Rs is
Rss = (6.7-10) Rs. (38)
Such large values of f do not allow a highly differentiated "mature" steady state if the source is
not rich in deuterium.
One end member scenario for evolutions of water on Venus has the hydrogen and deuterium
today as remnants of an early larger supply of water. In the case of Rayleigh fractionation, the
factor r in equation (6) for [Ho]/[H] is either 262 or 363, depending on choice of f. Originally
the water on Venus would have been between 3.9 and 5.4 meters deep if spread uniformly over
the planet's surface as a liquid. This is between 0.12 and 0.17 percent of a full terrestrial ocean
(fto). The mixing ratio of this water in the vapor phase would have been between 1.0 and 1.4
percent if Venus then had the same dense atmosphere it has now. According to Watson et al.,
(1982), vigorous hydrodynamic escape or "blowoff" of hydrogen, driven by solar extreme
ultraviolet radiation (euv) heating, would have occurred if the mixing ratio of H: in the upper
atmosphere exceeded 2 percent. Because euv from the early sun was almost surely enhanced,
this coincidence led Donahue et al., (1982) to suggest that Venus may have started with the
equivalent of a full terrestrial ocean, either in steam or liquid form. Blowoff, for which the
fractionation factor was close to zero, would have exhausted all but a trace of this water in 280
Myr, without changing the D/H ratio appreciably. This concept was elaborated by Kasting and
Pollack (1983) and Kasting, et al. (1984) who calculated the blowoff escape rate that would have
been reached in a runaway greenhouse induced when Venus developed an atmosphere in which
an ocean had been converted to steam. They assumed a radiatively equilibrated atmosphere in
which there were 90 bars of CO2 and showed that before the sun reached its present luminosity,
surface temperatures on Venus would become so high that all the water in an ocean would have
been converted to steam with a surface pressure of 270 bars. Blowoff would then follow. This
model was superseded by one in which the effect of convection and condensation was taken into
account. Initial conditions called for a surface pressure of I Bar of an N2, O2 mixture, one bar
of H20 and a ocean, liquid because the moist convection left the surface temperature below
100°C. COs was prcsumed to be converted to carbonate as on Earth. The stratosphere was wet
in this "moist greenhouse". Hydrogen was rapidly lost as in the "runaway greenhouse". A cold
trap developed only after nearly all of the water was lost, because of the low pressure of the non-
condensable gases. Thus, a serious defect of the previous model, in which the development of a
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cold trap in the presence of 90 bars of CO2 stopped blowoff with 20 bars of water left was
avoided. In both models, atomic oxygen was presumed to have been lost, swept along in the
flood of rapidly flowing hydrogen, and also oxidizing the crust. After the blowoff stopped, the
remaining oxygen could have been reduced to its present insignificant level by reaction with CO.
This gas should have accompanied outgassing COs in a much larger relative abundance than
prevails today. After the water had gone, no medium in which carbonate could form would have
remained, and COs would have accumulated in the atmosphere to its present level.
As was discussed in Section 2, the simple Rayleigh fractionation relationship (6) cannot be
used to determine the initial hydrogen inventory if hydrogen is in or near a steady state, that is, if
Pi = ¢l and d[H]/dt - O. It is not the amount of hydrogen remaining in the atmosphere [H] that
is decisive in establishing this situation. It is the size of qh compared to Ps. The fact that q_t is
so small makes the possibility that it is balanced by a source of hydrogen, particularly from
comets, very great (Grinspoon, 1987; Grinspoon and Lewis, 1988). The Venus D/H ratio is
much larger than it would be if there were a mature steady state between escape and a source of
incoming cometary water. The D/H ratio in Comet P. Halley is 3.16 x 10 -4 (Balsinger, et al.,
1995; Eberhardt, et al., 1995). So, if f is 0.15, the steady state D/H ratio on Venus when
cometary water having such a D/H ratio is injected, becomes 2 x 10 -3 - less than a tenth of its
present value. As Gurwell has pointed out, if there is a source with Rs equal to 1.6 × 10 _,
balancing escape of H, a ratio p of 150 today, when t/'c, is between 14.5 and 28 can be attained
only if ro is between 1300 and 2300 (Figures 1 and 2). Thus, even more early water would be
needed than if the cometary source were absent. 19.5 to 34.5 meters of water, 5 to 6.3 times as
much as needed in the case of simple Rayleigh fractionation, would be required. On the other
hand, an outgassing source, such as suggested by Grinspoon (1993) involving a very depleted
mantle, would be sufficient to balance the current escape flux. The challenge is to demonstrate
how it can be sufficiently fractionated.
A similar analysis based on the fluxes deduced in Section 5H
-(_l) = 7.5 x llYfcm-2s-l,f = 0.44 - calls for the ratio of the primeval reservoir to the present
one, r in Eq. 6, to be very large -- 7700, if there are no sources. This would require 115 meters
of water, 3.5 percent of a terrestrial ocean. In the case of a hydrogen steady state based on Eq.
(25), with x/xrt equal to 12.5, r becomes 3.5 x 10L The required early reservoir would grow to
520 m of water, 16% of a full terrestrial ocean. Xss would be only 830 Myr, but the Rs required
for a steady state with R = 2.4 × 10 -2 would grow to 1.1 x 10 -3. (Some quantities determined
here differ slightly from those quoted by Hartle et al. (1990) because it is assumed to be 150 in
this chapter but 157 in that paper).
In fact, the influx of cometary water on Venus probably fails to balance the loss of hydrogen
to space by about an order of magnitude. Shoemaker and colleagues (Shoemaker and Wolfe,
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1982, Shoemaker et al. 19.90) estimate the fluence of active cometary mass on Earth, and
a_" 57 7
consequently also Venus/,l_ 5 x 10 gm/yr for the past 100 Myr and L6 x 101 gm/yr for the past
Gyr. Shoemaker et al (1994) also argue that the flux of extinct periodic comets may be
comparable to the flux of active comets. If so and if 30% of the cometary mass is water, the
effective or average source of cometary water P1 on Venus is presently between 0.7 and
1.4 x 106cm-2s -_. The average value of Pt over the past billion years would have been a factor
of 3 larger. If the hydrogen source from comets is that small the estimates of Ho/H from Eq(12),
based on steady state assumptions, are too large. Those based on simple Rayleigh fractionation
(Eq6) should be valid unless they are important endogenous sources of highly fractionated water,
such as thoe Grinspoon (1993), has discussed. A constant ratio K between the escape flux _l
and the hydrogen burden of the atmosphere H, now in the neighborhood of 0.3 Gyr -l. is
obviously incompatible with an amplification factor Ho/H of approximately 400 given by Eq(6).
To obtain such a "small" loss of hydrogen, XH must be about 0.75 Gyr. Alternatively, the
present state of the atmosphere would need to be very close to a steady state
This would require that
Hss = 0.9996H (39)
Pl = 0.9996 _01 (40)
It is much easier to accomodate a constant value of XH tO obtain the amplification ratio Ho/H
of 7700 called for by the Rayleigh fractionation relationship (6) if f is as large as 0.44:
1- p_ = 7700--'fi- (41)
This condition would be satisfied if ¢1 is 7.2x106, as given by the bulge study,
Pl is 1.4xl0%m-2s-tand the mixing ratio of water vapor is 40ppm instead of 30ppm.
Alternatively , for example, it can be satisfied with 30ppm of water vapor,
et = 5.5 x 106cm-2s -l and Pl = 1.5 x 10_cm-2s -l.
Proposals for rather different scenarios have been made by Grinspoon (1987, 1993) and
Grinspoon and Lewis (1988). These generally have involved comets or outgassing of the
interior, as a consequence of volcanism or massive resurfacing events, as sources of hydrogen.
Given the large fractionation factor that now appears to characterize escape of hydrogen and
deuterium, it is not possible for planetary escape to approach a mature steady state in which R is
as large as it is today if cometary sources of water are as poor in deuterium as Comet Halley or
terrestrial water. The required value of R, is too large. Grinspoon (1993) has proposed as
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steadystatecandidates two examples of possible mantle sources. In one case, the outgassing
water would be fractionated to within an order of magnitude of the present atmospheric value of
R, the outgassing rates and hydrogen loss rates would be balanced and R close to its steady state
value. Grinspoon proposed that the mantle of Venus may have attained its enhanced R, because
of fractionation in the creation of a severely depleted mantle, or because of retention of the large
D/H signature in water frozen into the mantle after the planet had undergone an early period of
highly fractionating loss of hydrogen. Alternatively, Grinspoon suggests that a massive
resurfacing event within the past billion years released water from the interior. The atmosphere
was then supposed to have experienced rapid loss of hydrogen in which R was enhanced to a
value even higher than it has today. Subsequent loss of hydrogen would then have caused R to
decrease to its present value as it declines toward a steady state in both D and H. The suggested
evolution of R for these examples is shown in Figure 10 (Grinspoon, 1993). Note that the D/H
range in this figure is based on the measurement of deBergh, et al. (1991), which is centered at
120 times terrestrial, rather than 150 times terrestrial.
7. OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS
The present hydrogen inventory of Venus and the D/H ratio seem to be well understood,
although there are some observations which make it out to be much wetter than it usually seems
to be. Recalculation of charge exchange loss rates, which are based on our present understanding
of the temporal history of Venus neutral and ionized hydrogen densities and their variation with
solar activity, are needed. The type of calculation once performed by Kumar, et al. (1983) to
determine the evolution of hydrogen and deuterium loss mechanisms over the 4.5 Gyr history of
the planet but based on our present understanding of loss mechanisms, such as the electric field
process, needs to be repeated. In view of the long time required for deuterium to reach a steady
state, it would be instructive to investigate the effect on the present D/H ratio and water
abundance of including the contribution of the remnants of a primitive "ocean" 10 meters deep
on "steady state" degassing models, such as those proposed by Grinspoon (1993). Models of
catastrophic mantle outgassing as sources of today's highly fractionated water vapor need to be
bolstered with more robust and detailed foundations than those with which they are currently
provided. It would be useful to have a study of the Venus thermosphere and mesosphere that
continuously spans a complete solar cycle.
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Abstract. A strong solar cycle variation in hydrogen and deuterium densities is observed in the
nightside thermosphere of Venus when Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) measurements made during
the fLrSt three Venus years of the mission are compared with those made during the preentry phase
of the mission. Solar maximum conditions prevailed during the former period, while near solar
minimum conditions occurred during the latter. Pronounced density enhancements in H of 6.5
times and D of 4 times are observed in the nightside bulge region as solar activity decreased from
maximum to near-minimum values. We attribute the buildup of H and D to a reduction in the
escape fluxes as solar activity decreased, a behavior that is consistent with the known properties of
the dominant escape processes due to the charge separation electric field (E) and charge exchange
(CE). Application of this simple concept leads to expressions for the H and D escape fluxes
which relate solar cycle variations of the respective bulge densities and escape fluxes to the dayside
source fluxes. Planet averaged escape fluxes in the ranges 1.23 x 107 cm 2 s t < _e (H) < 1.45 x
107 cm 2 s t and 1.61 x l0 s cm 2 s _ < $e (D) < 2.15 x 105 cm: s _ are obtained by this method
without specifying any particular escape mechanism. Considering the uncertainties in the
measured parameters, these flux ranges are in reasonable agreement with the escape fluxes derived
from the specific processes, E and CE. When fractionation without or with an external source of
water (e.g., comets) is applied to the range of possible escape fluxes, a fractionation factor f=
0.44 is obtained and an ancient reservoir of water equivalent to the range 125 m to 570 m of liquid
uniformly distributed on the surface or 3.7% to 17% of a full terrestrial ocean is derived. When
the specific escape processes E and E + CE are considered, thef values are 0.15 and 0.1 and the
magnitudes of the reservoirs are lower, having a range of equivalent depths of 4.1 m to 36.8 m,
respectively.
1. Introduction
Knowledge of the density distribution of hydrogen and its
isotope deuterium in the atmosphere of Venus is essential to
understanding the evolution of these constituents and that of
water. Measurement of H and D densities and determination of
their escape rates as well as the D/H ratio were some of the
primary objectives of the Pioneer Venus (PC) mission which
began exploration of Venus in December 1978. The
objectives of this paper are to determine the diurnal variation
of H and D at high and low solar activity, evaluate the solar
cycle variations of the respective escape fluxes, and apply
them to an estimate of the size of an earlier water reservoir. A
new approach is used here to evaluate the escape fluxes which
requires little or no knowledge of the actual escape
mechanisms.
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Early measurements of H were obtained from UV
instruments on Mariner 5 [Barth et al., 1967] and Veneras 10
and 11 [Bertaux et al., 1982], while more detailed knowledge
of its density and structure was obtained by several instruments
on board the Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO). Using ion densities
of I-!*and O" measured by the Orbiter ion mass spectrometer
(OIMS) and neutral densities of O and CO 2 observed by the
Orbiter neutral mass spectrometer (ONMS), Brinton et al.
[1980] obtained H densities in the chemical equilibrium region
spanning the first diurnal cycle of the PVO mission. They
discovered a large diurnal variation of H having a nighttime
density bulge peaking near 0300 UT which was some 400
times more dense than that observed on the dayside. Taylor et
al. [1985] extended the analysis of the H bulge region to
include the first three Venus years of the PVO. An analysis by
Paxton et al. [1988] of the Lyman ct fluxes measured by the
Orbiter ultraviolet spectrometer (OUVS) produced H
concentrations similar to those of Brinton et al. [1980].
The first detection and measurement of D in the atmosphere
of Venus was confirmed after considerable analysis of two sets
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of measurements made during the PVO mission. For one set, a
detailed study of mass spectra obtained from hydrated liquid
cloud drops that fortuitously clogged the inlet leak system on
the Pioneer Venm large probe neutral mass spectrometer
(LNMS) led to the identification of D and an estimate of the
D/H ratio of (1.6 :t: 0.2) x 10 .2 in the lower atmosphere
[Donahue et aL, 1982]. At about the same time, McElroy et al.
[1982] suggested that the mass 2 ion observed by the OIMS
could be D° instead of H2÷. Subsequently, an analysis of the
height distribution of the mass 2 ion measured in the chemical
equilibrium region of the ionosphere by the OIMS led to the
clear identification of D °. from which a D/H ratio of (2.2 :t: 0.6)
x 10 a was derived at the turbopause [Hattie and Taylor, 1983].
A recent analysis of the LNMS measurements by Donahue and
Hodges [1992] revised the D/H ratio upward to (2.5 + 0.6) x
10 .2'
In a recent study, Grebowsky et al. [1995] expanded the
database used by Brinton et al. [1980] and Taylor et al. [1985]
to derive the H distributions. The number of data points was
increased by testing each derived H density to determine
whether or not chemical equilibrium prevailed at each
measurement point. In the previous studies, maximum
altitudes of the chemical equilibrium region were preset,
thereby eliminating valid H measurements when chemical
equilibrium existed above such altitudes. The work of
Grebowsky et al. [1995] included H densities from the first
three Venus years as well as those from the preentry phase of
the mission. The current study will extend this work by adding
D to the H density database, which will then be used to evaluate
their respective escape rates. In turn, these results are applied
to an analysis of the evolution of H and D in the atmosphere of
Venus to provide an estimate of the size of an early water
reservoir on the planet.
2. Solar Activity and Escape Mechanisms
Periapsis of PVO was in the thermosphere during the first
three Venus years of the mission before it ascended into the
exosphere. During this period, between December 1978 and
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Figure 1. The 10.7 cm solar radio flux line spanning the
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Figure 2, Height profiles of H ÷, D', and O° for solar
maximum (dashed lines) and near-solar minimum (solid lines).
July 1980, solar activity was at maximum levels, as indicated
by the 10.7-cm solar flux line shown in Figure 1. In the
preentry phase of the mission in 1992, almost 14 years after
initial entry into the atmosphere, periapsis of FVO returned
briefly to the thermosphere, where measurements were made in
the predawn H bulge region, just before bornup of the orbiter
on October 8, 1992. Solar activity was near a minimum during
this phase of the mission, making it possible to study solar
cycle effects on escape and evolution when this data set is
considered together with that of 1978-1980.
Immediately following the low solar activity measurements
of 1992, the first study of this kind was done by Donahue and
Hartle [1992], who noted a strong solar cycle variation in ion
composition requiringchanges in the known H and D escape
fluxes. An example of ion composition dependence on solar
activity is shown in Figure 2, where verticalprofiles of
average H', D', and O ° densitiesin the 0200-0400 Lrr dawn
sectorarc plotted.Two setsof ion densitiesareshown in the
figure,one corresponding to averages taken over the firsthree
Venus yearsand the otherover the preentry phase, when solar
maximum and near solar minimum conditions prevailed,
respectively.The dawn sectoris shown here because this is
thebulge regionwhere H" and D °,and H and D maximize,where
most of these atoms and ions in the thermosphere reside,and
consequently, where theirrespectiveescape fluxesmaximize.
In this sector,H" and D* densitiesnear solar minimum are
about 7 times and 3 times less, respectively, than those at
solar maximum while the corresponding O" densities are a
factor of 20 times less at low altitudes (160-200 km) with the
factor decreasing to 7 or 8 at higher altitudes. Similar solar
cycle variations were described by Kar et al. [1994]. The
reduction in ionospheric densities on the nightside is expected
as solar activity declines. This is due to at least two major
factors. (1) Fewer ions are produced on the dayside as solar
activity decreases; therefore fewer ions are available to be
transported to the nightside. (2) With a reduced ion population
on the dayside, the ionopause altitude decreases, thereby
reducing the area of the terminator annulus through which day
to night ion flow takes place.
The discovery of the strong decrease in H" and D" densities
as solar activity decreased led Donahue and Hartle [1992] to
reevaluate the known escape mechanisms. Four basic
mechanisms were known at the time, two of which are not
considered to be important today. Thermal or Jeans escape was
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shown to be insignificant clue to the very low exospheric
temperatures of 284"K at noon and 123"K in the nightside H
bulge of Venus (note: the temperatures used throughout are
from the Venus international reference atmosphere (VIRA)
model [Keating et al., 1985]). Collisions of H and D with
energetic oxygen, O', produced by dissociative recombination
of O2", was considered to be an important escape mechanism
for a number of years [Rodriguiz et al., 1984; Gurwell and
Young, 1993]. However, Hodges [1993] has recently shown
that when proper account is taken of the scattering down in
energy of hot oxygen colliding with ambient thermal oxygen,
the energy density of the hot oxygen population is reduced to
the point that the resulting H and D escape fluxes are rendered
unimportant. This leaves two escape mechanisms that are
thought to remain important. One is due to charge exchange
(CE) of "hot" ionospheric I.-g with H, which produces a
population of "hot" H" atoms possessing a significant number
of escape trajectories. The most recent calculations of the loss
rates dtte to CE were made by Rodriguiz et al. [198,1] and
Hodges and Tinsley [1982], who obtained planet average
escape rates of 3.2 x 106cm 2 s "_ and of 2.8 x 107 cm "2 s t,
respectively. Donahue and Hartle [1992] have shown that the
large differences in these escape fluxes are ¢k_e to the fact that
both investigator groups used widely differing I-1" and H
densities, none of which were representative of average
conditions. When average H* and H densities derived from
PVO data were used, Donahue and Hartle [1992] obtained an H
escape flux due to CE of 0.9 x 10 _ cm z s t for the solar
maximum conditions of the first three Venus years of the lrv'O
mission. The CE escape process for D is very inefficient
relative to that for H, and, consequently its fractionation factor
is only 0.02 [Krasnopolsky, 1985]. The remaining escape
mechanism of significance is a fluid-like upward flow of H" and
D*, which is accelerated to escape speeds by the charge
separation electric field in the ionosphere [Hart& and
Grebowsky, 1995]. As the plasma flows to higher altitudes in
the ion exosphere, the motional electric field of the solar wind
impressed across the draped magnetic field lines of the ionotail
of Venus eventually overtakes the polarization electric field
and accelerates the ions up to solar wind speeds as the ionotail
merges into the interplanetary medium. Essentially all escape
of H" and D" by the electric field process (E) occurs in the light
ion bulge, where most of these ions reside. When the escape
fluxes derived by Hart& and Grebowsky [1993, 1995] are
averaged over the planet, we obtain values of 1.5 x 107 cm z s"
and 5.6 x 104 cm "2 s "t for H" and D', respectively, for solar
maximum conditions.
3. H and D Density Distributions
Apart from minuscule differences due to their nuclear
masses, the atomic properties of H and D are the same.
Consequently, H and D atoms and ions obey the same principal
chemical reactions
H + +O ¢:_ O+ +H (la)
D ÷ +O _ O ÷ +D (lb)
H + +CO 2 ¢:_ COH ÷ +O (lc)
D + +CO 2 e:_ COD ÷ +O (ld)
which determine the H and D densities
n(H) = n(O _ )n(H_)IKln(O)¢ Ti ll/2 + K2n(CO2 )]L\ J (2a)
n(D+)F°" "^'(" T/_1/2 ' 1
at all altitudes in the ionosphere of Venus where chemical
equilibrium holds. The ion densities n(H*), n(D°), and n(O*)
were measured by the OIMS, the neutral densities n(O) and
n(CO 2) and their temperature T were measured by the ONMS,
and the ion temperature T, was measured by the Orbiter
retarding potential analyzer (ORPA). The coefficient K, for
reaction (la) is that used by Brinton et al. [1980]. For reaction
(lb) we take K t' = K r This can be seen to be a valid
approximation upon first considering that K_(T,/T)'n can be
expressed as the ratio of the forward rate factor %(8kT,/Tt_._._O t_
to the reverse rate factor a,(8kTl_t,._6) ta near thermal
equilibrium (as is the case here), where the cross sections a s and
a, are energy averaged and I.tt.16= msmol(m" + too) is the reduced
mass of the reactants [e.g., Holzer and Banks, 1969]. In this
form, K, = 9/o', is independent of mass. Therefore, since K_'
has the same form as K t and the ratio q;/o', is essentially the
same for hydrogen and deuterium collisions, then K,' = K t. The
coefficient K 2 is the ratio of the rate 3.8 x 10 -9 cm 3 s"
[Anicich, 1993] of the reaction H* + CO 2 divided by the rate of
the reaction O" + H, which is 2.5 x 10 H T ,a cm 3 s.t [Nagy et
al., 1980]. Similarily, the coefficient K z' is the ratio of the
rate of the D" + CO 2 reaction, 3.5 x 10 _ cm 3 s _ [Anicich,
1993], divided by the rate of the O* + D reaction, which has not
been measured yet. However, considering the simple
expressions above for the rate factors, the later rate can be
estimated by multiplying the rate for O" + H by (_,._J I-t:.z6)':2 =
0.73.
The principal database used in the analysis is the Pioneer
Venus unified abstract data system (UADS) consisting of 12-s
averages of the measurements. When measurements of some of
the parameters are missing in UADS, empirical models are used
to fill in the gaps; i.e., the Hedin et al. [1983] model is used
for the O and CO: densities and the neutral temperature, while
the VIRA model is used for the ion temperature. In contrast,
models are not used for the ion densities because they cannot
properly account for the high spatial and temporal variations
required by (2). Consequently, when ion densities are missing
from the database, no H or D densities are derived.
The chemical equilibrium region where (2a) and (2b) are
valid is determined by an algorithm developed previously to
derive H densities [Grebowsky et al., 1995]. In this case.
values of n(H) and n(D) are only retained when the chemical
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Figure 3. Altitude versus ]ocal time of each point where
both chemical equilibrium and a value of n(H) exist.
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timcscale l/ktn(O) is less than the H* diffusion timescale h21d,
where h is the O male height and d is the diffusion coefficient
for I-1" ions [Banks and Kockarts, 1973]. This approach is
conservative for evaluating n(D) because the diffusion time
constant for 13" is greater than that for H*, and consequently,
chemical equilibrium for D is valid to somewhat higher
altitudes than it is for H. Collisions with all major ion and
neutral species are accounted for in the calculation of the
diffusion coefficient. The scale height for COz is not used in
the diffusion time because it is only important at low altitudes,
where IF" is not detected. Applying these guidelines, we find
that the altitudes where both chemical equilibrium exists and
enough data exist to allow n(H) to be derived are distributed in
a distinct diurnal pattern as indicated in Figure 3. In particular,
chemical equilibrium extends up to about 250-260 km on the
dayside and only to 170-175 km on the nightside, a diurnal
variation which is largely a reflection of the variation of the
major ion O" at these altitudes. The lower limits of the altitude
distribution in Figure 3 are not the lower limits of the chemical
equilibrium region, but simply the lowest altitudes where I-F
remained detectable.
The H and D densities derived from (2a) and (2b) in the
chemical equilibrium region are shown in Figure 4, where the
large H density bulge discovered by Brinton et al. [1980] is
displayed. Helium densities [e.g., Kasprzak et al., 1993;
Grebowsky et al., 1995] at 170 km are also shown for
comparison in Figure 5. An absence of telemetry caused the
postdusk data gap in Venus year 2, while a special OIMS
operational mode resulted in a similar gap in Venus year 3.
After about 1000 UT in Venus year 3, periapsis of PVO rose
above the chemical equilibrium region and did not return until
the preentry phase, where measurements were fortunately made
in the bulge, just before burnup. Since the latitude of periapsis
of PVO was about 16 ° during the first three Venus years and
about -10 ° at preentry, the diurnal variations shown in Figure 4
are considered essentially equatorial for the purposes of this
paper. The variance in the densities at a fixed local time is due
to atmospheric waves and structures; some structures have
been shown by Taylor et aL [1985] to be related to solar wind
ram pressure changes. Average values of the H and D densities
are shown in Figure 6, which are convenient for making
comparisons and carrying out quantitative analysis.
Apart from the large nightside H and D density bulges,
perhaps the most striking features in Figure 6 are the
enhancements of the preentry bulges over those observed
during the first three Venus years. In particular, we find that
the density of the preentry H bulge is about 6.5 times greater
than the average density found in the bulge during the first
three Venus years. A similar comparison made with D reveals a
density enhancement of 4 times. Referring to Figure 1, we see
that solar activity levels during the first three Venus years,
1978-1980, are similar to the solar maximum levels just
preceding preentry. In the ensuing analysis, we make the
reasonable assumption that the H and D densities in 1991 were
similar to those in the 1978-1980 period. In this scenario,
density enhancements developed when solar activity dropped
from its high level in early 1992 to the low level of the last 4
months of the mission. It is fortunate that solar activity was
relatively steady during this latter period, when all the
preentry bulge densities were measured, as will be clear in the
steady state analysis that follows.
The major gas densities and temperatures in the H and D bulge
region were observed to be similar during both solar maximum
and near solar minimum conditions [Kasprzak et al., 1993].
Keating and Hsu [1993] have observed that the thermospheric
temperatures and densities on the dayside decrease somewhat as
solar activity decreases from maximum to mimimum
conditions. These observations are consistent with the solar
cycle variations predicted by Bougher et al. [1986], whose
circulation model also suggests that thermospheric winds vary
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only slightly over a solar cycle. The weak solar cycle
variation in thermospheric circulation, which transports H and
D into the nightside, can not account for the large solar cycle
variations of these constituents . However, the weak solar
cycle variation in thermospheric circulation is consistent with
the He density observations shown in Figure 5, indicating no
noticeable solar cycle variation, because the density buildup of
this species on the nightside is primarily driven by
thermospheric circulation and not at all by escape [Mongol et
al., 1989].
4. Escape Rates From Solar Cycle Variations
We suggest that a likely cause of the H and D enhancements
occurring in the bulge region as solar activity decreased is a
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Figure 6.
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Diurnal variations of average values of H and D
densities derived from data in Figure 4 for Venus year 1 (light
solid line), year 2 (long-dashed line), year 3 (short-dashed
line), and preentry period (heavy solid line).
consequence of the known decrease in the escape rates of these
constituents [Donahue and Hartle, 1992] as solar activity
declines. Thus we examine this concept here and show how
such solar cycle variations can be used to estimate the escape
fluxes of H and D. We note that this scenario for H and D is
fundamentally different from and consistent with that for He,
which does not exhibit a solar cycle variation and whose
density variation is not affected by escape, but primarily by
thermospheric circulation.
Considering the variation in H first, which can be described
in terms of the rate of change of the number of H atoms in the
thermosphere, _, by
dhU
-- = tosAa -(toe +_Pa)Ab (3)
dt
where tos is the source flux of atomic H which flows up into the
thermosphere from the mesosphere after being formed there by
photolysis of H,O and H:. Since the source is confined to the
dayside, its flux is multiplied by A d , the area of the dayside.
As H flows from day to night, a fraction escapes from the top
of the nighttime atmosphere with a flux toe' while the
remainder recirculates in the mixing region after flowing
downward through the lower thermosphere with a flux tod.
Essentially all of the hydrogen in the thermosphere resides i n
the nighttime bulge region; therefore the downward flow and
escape flux are multiplied by the area of the bulge, A b, which is
about 20% of the total area A. We have varying degrees of
knowledge of _g, tos" and q_d which can be used to estimate the
escape flux tOe as will be shown below.
4.1 Steady State Analysis
Since solar maximum conditions prevailed just before the
final entry of PVO's periapsis into the thermosphere and since
the corresponding levels of the 10.7-cm solar flux were similar
to those of the first three Venus years of the mission, the
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Table 1. Escape Fluxes (10 _ cm,- s t)
E 7.5 1.5 I.I 0.23 4.3 0.86
CE 4.5 0.9 3.3 0._ 3.9 077
E+CE 12 2.4 4.4 0.85 8.2 1._
conditions in the thermosphere during the latter period are
assumed to approximate those of the former period.
Consequently, when solar maximum occurred during the
preentry phase, d_/dt = 0, and (3) becomes
dPsA d = (tY_d + t_ e )A b (4)
where • refers to solar maximum conditions. Time
independence also applies to the period when the preentry
measurements of H were made in 1992 because, as noted
previously, the solar flux remained steady during that interval.
Therefore
(#sAd = (Od + Oe )Ab (5)
where t) refers to conditions near solar minimum. The steady
state approximation should be valid over most of the solar
cycle and not just during the maximum and minimum periods
considered here. For example, the diffusion timescale h:/k, in
terms of the scale height h for CO, and the eddy diffusion
coefficient k, is only about 0.7 days at 1l0 km and 4 days at
100 km, periods much shorter than that of a solar cycle.
Furthermore, the residence time, u//_s, for thermospheric H is
only about 10 to 20 days.
A parameter that will be useful in the analysis is the escape
flux ratio
e = _e/_e' (6)
As will be clear below, the relation between _d and _d is
known, _S is known as are upper and lower bounds on _S"
When these relationships and equations (4) and (5) are
combined, an expression relating _e to ¢_e results. However,
the magnitudes of _e and _¢ can be evaluated using current
knowledge of the dominant escape fluxes [Donahue and Hattie,
1992] dae to charge exchange (CE) and the charge separation
electric field mechanism (E) to constrain e. Values of the
Table 2. Escape Efficiencies and Globally Averaged Escape
Fluxes (10' cm,- st)
Process e q We We
(From (9)) (Table 1)
0.00 0.85 123
E 0.15 0.87 126 150
E + CE 0.37 0.90 1.31 2.40
CE 0.73 0.95 t .38 090
1,00 1.00 1.45
escape fluxes obtained by Donahue and Hartle [1992] are
shown in Table l. The overbar used throughout corresponds to
a global average (e.g., Se= Oe4b/A ---- _e /5), and the
quantity '_e' = (_e + _e )12 is the average flux over a solar
cycle. The low solar activity escape fluxes were taken to be
negligible by Donahue and Hartle [1992], whereas they have
been scaled here by multiplying the solar maximum fluxes by
n'/N" for E and n'n/(N*N) for CE. When flux ratios are derived
from Table I, e values of 0.15, 0.73, and 0.37 are obtained for
the processes E, CE, and E + CE, respectively.
The most recent work pertaining to the source flux has been
done by Paxton et al. [1988], who derived the upward flux of H
from Lyman et intensities observed by the OUVS on PVO.
They obtained an upward flux of 7.5 x 107 cm "z s t in the
subsolar region using data from the first three years of the PVO
mission, when solar maximum conditions prevailed. We have
reevaluated this flux in the appendix and obtain an upward flux
_s of 2.3 x 107 cm: s _, which does not exceed the limiting
flux ofO,, = 3.5 x 107 cm 2 s -_, as required. Furthermore, the
observed H densities described in section 3 are 1.25 times
greater than the values used by Paxton et al. [1988]; therefore
adjusting the upward flux by this factor leads to @s = 2.9 x 107
cm" st. At this time we do not know the value of the source
flux _s; however, it is probably larger than @s, as more H is
circulated through the upper atmosphere. An upper bound is
fixed by the fact that the source rate OsAd cannot exceed the
maximum rate t_cA d. Thus there is an upper bound for ¢_s = 1.5
x _s- The bounds on the source flux near solar minimum are
expressed by the flux ratio
I < e S _-t_s/CP S <_1.5. (7)
A downward flux of H in the nightside bulge region has been
shown to be significant in a number of global circulation
models [Mayr et el., 1978; Hart& et al., 1978; Mayr et el.,
1980]. To a first approximation, it is proportional to the
density in the bulge region as expected from the diffusion
equation. Thus, we define the flux ratio
e n - tbd/_d = N/n (8)
in terms of the average H densities N and n observed in the H
bulge during solar maximum and near-solar minimum,
respectively. When the average densities in Figure 6 are
scaled, e,, = O21, 0.17, and 0.09 for Venus years 1, 2 and 3,
respectively, and an average e n = 0.15. These ratios reflect
density variations in the height range of about 150 km to 170
km, the limited region where H and D densities could be
evaluated on the nightside. Consequently, the analysis here is
restricted to a lower boundary of about 160 km through which
the source flux and the downward flux flow. The upper
boundary through which the escape flux flows is taken to be at
an altitude high enough to include all the significant processes
contributing to E and CE while avoiding the complicating
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Table 3. Escape Fluxes (10 7 cm 2 s x) From (9)
1R 6.31 1.26 0.95 0.19 3.63 0.73
CE 6.89 1.38 5.03 1.01 5.96 1.20
E+CE 6.53 1.31 2.41 0.48 4.47 0.90
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effects of lateral transport; in particular, we choose an upper
boundary of 500 krn, the approximate altitude of the ion
exobase which is well above the neutral exobase.
When values for e, e,_, and es are used in (4) and (5), the
escape flux and its time average can be evaluated. The analysis
is simplified by combining these equations to obtain the
following convenient forms:
"_e = q(e_ e n, _ s )_S (9)
where
1 - EnE S
q = _ (10)
1-e._ n
is the efficiency for escape. Considering the estimated values
of e, and _s' physical limits can be placed on q as e is varied.
An upper bound rl < 1 results from the physical limit _e -<
_s, which also requires e _< 1. In the other extreme, when e =
0, _:, = 0.15 (average value) q = 0.85 and _e = 0.85_s.
Altogether, the following range of variables apply: 0 < _ <_ 1 ;
0<_q< 1; 0.85Os < _e <_ _Sor 1.23 x 107 cm-Z s" < _e <-
1.45 x 107 cm 2 s'. These limits are applicable when eS = 1;
however, considering the upper limit es = 1.5, the ratio q(e,
e n, 1.5)/ q(e, e,,, 1.0) = 0.91 indicates that an ignorable
change in the fluxes occurs as e S spans its limits.. Escape
efficiencies and globally averaged escape fluxes from (9) are
shown in Table 2 for the limiting values of _ and those of the
three processes E, CE, and E + CE, when e s = I. Also shown i n
Table 2, for comparison, are escape fluxes from Table 1.
Shown in Table 3 are all types of escape fluxes obtained
from (9) for the processes E, CE, and E + CE, for completeness.
A few things are immediately apparent from the range of
parameters discussed above and in Tables 2 and 3. (1) The
escape flux in Table 1 which combines the electric field and
charge exchange processes _efE+ CE) = 2.4 x 107 cm" st is
considerably larger than the upper limit for the escape fluxes
inferred from the solar cycle variations in the bulge. (2)
Separately, the escape fluxes due to the charge separation
electric field, _e(E), and charge exchange, _e(CE), are also
outside, but very close to the upper and lower bounds,
respectively, allowed by (9). (3) The escape efficiencies and
the escape fluxes are constrained to vary a maximum of only
18% when 0 < E < 1, and no more than 9% when the processes
E, CE, and E + CE are considered. It is fortunate that the escape
flux is so tightly bound to the range 1.23 x 107 cm" s t < _e<
1.45 x 10 _ cm 2 s *, making it possible to study the evolution
of H in this flux range without identifying any particular
escape mechanism.
Equations (6) through (10) can be applied directly to
evaluate escape parameters for D. Density ratios en (D) = 0.25,
0.4, and 0.1 are obtained by scaling the average D densities i n
Figure 6 for Venus years 1, 2, and 3, respectively, yielding an
average e n (D) = 0.25. The physically derived escape flux due
to electric field acceleration at solar maximum [Hanle and
Grebowsky, 1995] (hereinafter referred to as HG) is _e(E; D') =
2.8 x 105 cm: s" when averaged over the D ÷ bulge. This flux
was derived at 500 kin. Because the D" densities at low solar
activity are below the detection range of the OIMS at this
altitude, we do not have adequate statistics for D" densities to
determine 0 e (E; D*) directly. Instead, we make the reasonable
assumption that the ratio of the average D" density at low solar
activity to the one at solar maximum is the same as the ratio
for H', in which case E (E; D') =0.15 for both H* and D'. For
the D charge exchange escape flux we use the fractionation
factor f= 0.02 [Krasnopolsky, 1985] to obtain _e(CE; D) =
RfOe(CE; H)= 2.5 x 10: x 0.02 x 0.9 cm: s _ =4.5 x 103
cmZs',where R is the D/H ratio. Using the scaling relation
defined above, n'{D)n(D)I[N'(D)N(D)] = 0.54, we obtain
0e(CE; D)= 2.4x 10' cm _"s t and _ (CE: D) = 0.54. Clearly,
only Oe(E; D') and 0e (E; D') need be considered in the escape
of D because the respective escape fluxes due to charge
exchange are 2 orders of magnitude less. Following a similar
procedure to that used to derive the source flux for H. a D source
flux _S (D)= 4.3 x 10 _ cm as" is obtained in the appendix.
Using these values, escape efficiencies and globally averaged
escape fluxes from (9) are shown in Table 4 and compared with
the flux due to electric field acceleration {HG). Two values of
Table 4. Escape Efflciencies and Globally Averaged Escape Fluxes (10 _ cm: s_)
Process (g n = 025) {From (8)) (g n = 0.4) {.From {8)) {From HG)
0.00 0.75 1.61 0.60 1.29
0.15 0.78 1.68 064 1.38
1.00 1.00 2.15 100 2.15
0.56
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the density ratio have been used for comparison; namely, e, =
0.25 and £n = 0.4, the average value and the one for Venus year
2, respectively.
To produce agreemcmt between the observed HG flax and the
calculated value, _$ (13) would have to be reduced by a factor
between one third and one half. This could be done by reducing
the deuterium density at the homopanse by about the same
factor in order to maintain the same density at 220 km with the
reduced flux. The D/H ratio in the mixed atmosphere would be
between 0.8 x 10 2 and 1.3 x 10 z instead of 2.5 x 10 "z , as
deduced by Donahue and Hodges [1992]. A ratio as small as
1.5 x 10 z is compatible with one measurement of [HDO]/[H:O]
by near-infrared spectroscopic sounding [deBergh et al.,
1991]. Two other measurements [Donahue and Hodges, 1993;
Bjoraker et al., 1992] set the lower lfmit at 2 x 10 z. So an
adjustment of the D/H ratio can at best bring Se down to about
1.1 x 105cm _s _ or 0.83 x l0 s cm 2 s _ for E,t=0.25 or 0.4,
respectively. Furthermore, the value of _s(D) used may be
somewhat larger than the actual one because a fraction of the
upward flow in the lower thermosphere will be diverted by
horizontal winds and never flow across the lower boundary of
the region where the flux balance is calculated. An estimate of
this effect could be made with a yet to be developed three-
dimensional circulation model which includes the light
constituents H and D. The foregoing discussion was prompted
by the differences in average quantities; however, it should be
kept in mind that when the scatter in the measurements is
1taken into account, the observed HG flux and the calculated
flux are then within the variances of one another.
4.2. Time-Dependent Considerations
In early 1982 the 10.7-cm solar flux decreased rapidly
during 4 months from about 220 x 10 z2 W m z Hz to about 120
x 10 .22 W m 2 Hz (Figure 1). By the time hydrogen and
deuterium were being observed in the bulge region in rind-
1992, their densities, as we have seen, were higher than they
had been during the first three Venus years by a factor of about
6.5 in the case of hydrogen and a factor of 4 in the case of
deuterium. Considering only the region of the bulge, the time-
dependent expression (3) can be used to evaluate the time
average vertical flux
<COe + COd> = 2"5<COS>" _f/_t (11)
where _ is the column density of H above the turbopause and
the ratio A_ IA b = 2.5 has been applied. Because the hydrogen
and deuterium densities were measured for only a small range of
altitudes near 160 kin, it is not possible to evaluate A_/At
precisely, nor COe(t) and c0d(t) separately. Therefore several
extreme cases will be considered. These demonstrate the
degree of uncertainty that exists with regard to the
establishment of the steady state below 160 kin. It is possible
that the densities at and above 160 km are approximately
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Table 5. Rate of Change of Hydrogen
Colunm Density (10 7 cm a s"t)
Cue(At*) A_lAt
a(0.8) 5.6
b(0.8) 7.9
c(0.8) 10
"time in years
those of the steady state and can be used to calculate the
eventual steady state fluxes, even though the steady state
downward flux and density below 160 km may not have been
reached. Thus, the time required for the hydrogen content of
the bulge to change to its observed value will be taken to be
either (1) 0.4 year, the time interval during which solar
activity decreased from its high to low value, or (2) 0.8 year,
the time from the end of solar maximum to the end of
observations in 1992. Three possibilities for AH will be
considered. The assumed steady state H bulge profiles are
shown in Figure 7. These were obtained by extrapolating the
H densities deduced from measurements at 160 km to 110 km,
where the density is assumed to be the same as in the daytime.
Above 160 kin, diffusive equilibrium is assumed. An extreme
lower lirtut to A¢V is obtained for the first possibility, case a,
by assuming that the change with time occurs only above 160
km. Case b approximates the effective density in 1992 below
160 km by extending the H profile above 160 km back to 120
km, where it meets the solar maximum profile (dotted line),
and case c assumes that as At --* 0.8 year, a steady state had
been reached and that AH is the difference between the two
steady state curves at all altitudes. The results for At = 0.8 year
are shown in Table 5. The values for a(0.4), b(0.4), and c(0.4)
are all twice as large as the rates in Table 5. As for, _S" it can
be assumed that Os increases from *s to the limiting flux
tYPSmax= 4.4 x l0 T cm 2 s" as soon as solar activity decreased,
or that it remains fixed at its solar maximum value.
The value for '¢Pe + 0¢ _ obtained by subtracting AH/At from
2.5<q_ s> should be larger than the least value that <¢Pe + <Pd)
can reasonably be expected to have. This can be obtained by
assuming that _e decreases from <be to 0.15 _Pe in 0.4 year and
then remains at the lower level while <Pd remains fixed at its
steady state level:
,¢,g -- 2.5 _s- _e' (12)
Thus
'(,0e + q)dmot = 2.5_ - 0.42511 + l/(p+l)] (13)
where p, the power of time in the integrand of the time average
integral, is taken to be 1. Eventually ¢d will become 6.5
times larger, but as we shall see, such large values in 1992
cannot be tolerated. In order to maintain consistency in the
steady state and time-dependent analyses, _e is taken to be the
calculated flux in Table 3, not the observed flux in Table 1.
These assumptions are consistent with the steady state
analysis in which *e was compatible only with the electric
field escape process for which e = 0.15. Thus it is necessary
that
2.5_Smax - t_tlAt > 2.5_ s - 0.638 _e" (14)
On the right-hand side of (14), the choice of k s makes very
little difference. The terms in (14) are compared in Table 6.
This table shows that to meet condition (14) it is necessary
that steady state conditions for solar minimum were not yet
established in the lower thermosphere during preentry. Thus
hydrogen densities below 160 km and <p,/must have remained
close to their 1991 levels throughout the preentry period to
allow AH on the left-hand side of (14) and _q_d on the right
hand side to be sufficiently small as to satisfy condition (14).
In the case of deuterium a similar analysis gives the results
in Table 7, where D is the column density of D above the
turbopause. When At = 0.4 year, case values are twice as large
as those in Table 7. <bS,,ax is 6.5 x 10 _ cm z s". Table 8
compares terms in the analog of conditions in (14).
The criterion (14) is easily satisfied for deuterium under a
wide range of conditions. Thus the results of the time-
dependent analysis, while not quite as rewarding as those for
the steady state, are reasonably close to those expected if
indeed the escape fluxes from Venus, especially for hydrogen,
are quite small. They can exceed those shown in Table 3 for
the electric field process E by very little, just as in the case of
the steady state.
5. Discussion and Summary
In this paper, a strong solar cycle variation in the H and D
densities in the nightside thermosphere of Venus is reported.
Prominent density enhancements in H of 6.5 times and D of 4
times are found in the nighttime bulge region as solar activity
decreases from maximum to near minimum values. Knowing
Table 6. Comparison of Terms in (14) for Hydrogen (10 _ cm: st)
2.St_smax- AH/At 2.5_ s . 0.638_ e
Case At = 0.8 yr At = 0.4 yr Year Value
a 5.4 0.0 1 3.5
b 3.1 48 2 3.3
c 1.0 -9.0 3 3.0
Average 3.3
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Table 7. Rate of Change of Deuterium
Column Density (I0 _ cm "2st)
Case(_*) * A_IAt
a(0.8) 2._
b(0.8) 5.0
c(0.8) 8.8
'time in years
that the dominant escape fluxes clue to the charge separation
electric field (E) and charge exchange "(CE) decrease as solar
activity declines [Donahue and Hartle, 1992], we propose that
the observed buildup of H and D is a direct consequence of this
decrease.
Making use of the observed H and D densities for both the
high and low solar activity conditions, the respective flow
budgets are evaluated with only minimal knowledge about the
escape processes involved. The H and D escape fluxes so
derived serve as an independent test of the escape scenario
described by Donahue and Hattie [1992]. In the following, the
concept behind the derivation of these escape fluxes is briefly
summarized and is illustrated in Figure 8.
Given the observed H and D densities on the dayside, the
upward fluxes of these constituents, O s (solar maximum
conditions) or 0s (solar minimum conditions) from the
mesospheric source region can be derivecl from standard
diffusion equations. As illustrated in Figure 8, these fluxes
feed the net horizontal transport (clue to winds and exospheric
return flow) that effectively carries H and D into the nightside,
where they pile up and attain values that are 2 orders of
magnitude higher than those on the dayside. Such large
density enhancements naturally lead to increased downward
transport having flux magnitudes, Od or 0d, taken to be
proportional to the densities with proportionality factors that
are the same for both high and low solar activity conditions.
Essentially all escape of H and D is expected to occur from the
bulge region with flux magnitudes, O e or 0e, that are
considered unknown quantities to be derived. The expected
inverse relations between the H and D bulge densities and
escape fluxes are indicated in Figure 8. Finally. the H and D
escape fluxes are uniquely defined when conservation of flow is
applied simultaneously to both high and low solar activity
conditions.
Applying this concept, we developed a simple relationship
(9) between the planet averaged escape and source fluxes at
solar maximum ; i.e., i_ t = q i_ s , where the escape efficiency
'q provides the connecting link between parameters at high and
low solar activity. With knowledge of the source fluxes and
the solar cycle dependence of the bulge densities, expression
(9) was used to evaluate the H and D escape fluxes. Source
fluxes _s(H) = 1.43 x 107 cm 2 s" and i_s(D ) = 2.15 x l0 s
cm 2 s _ were derived, where the former is a reevaluation of a
previous derivation by Paxton et aL [1988]. By spanning the
range of possible parameters in the escape efficiencies, the
escape fluxes were found to be in the range 1.23 x 107 cm 2 s t
< _e(H) < 1.43 x 107 cm "2s"l and 1.61 x l0 s cm "2 s"t < _e(D)
2.15 x 10 _ cm "2s j, where H and D densities in the respective
bulges, averaged over the first three Venus years (solar
maximum), were used.
It is fortunate that the ranges of escape fluxes obtained by
analysis of the solar cycle induced bulge changes were found to
be so narrow that they can be used to analyze the evolution of
H and D without specifying any particular escape mechanisms.
Alternatively, these fluxes also provide valuable constraints
for the study of escape mechanisms. For example, the H escape
fluxes derived directly from the charge exchange mechanism,
_e(CE; H) = 0.9 x 10' cm "2 s "t, and the electric filed
mechanism, _e(E; H) = 1.5 x 107 cm 2 st , are just outside the
bounds derived from analysis of the solar cycle induced bulge
changes. Thus, considering the variance of the measured
densities and other possible uncertainties such as the effective
areas of the bulges where escape takes place, these fluxes and
their sum i_e(E + CE; H) = 2.4 x 107 cm a s" appear to be
reasonable estimates. In contrast, the D escape flux due to the
electric field process, i_e(E; D) = 0.36 x 10 s cm "2 s -t, is
outside the experimental range derived from solar cycle
variations by about a factor of 3 (escape clue to CE is not
important here because the fractionation factor is 0.02). This
gap can be reduced by a factor of 2 if the experimentally
possible D/H ratio of 1.3 x 10 2 instead of 2.5 x 10 .2 is used in
the derivation of i_s(D). When the other uncertainties
mentioned in section 4 are taken into account, the gap should
be reduced even further. The analysis presented here thus
provides independent estimates of the H and D escape fluxes
that are in reasonable agreement with values derived earlier
[Donahue and Hattie, 1992; Hattie and Grebowsky, 1995].
The above analysis assumed that steady state conditions
applied at the high and low solar activity periods when the
measurements were made. We have examined the validity of
this assumption by applying the time-dependent variation
Table 8. Comparison of Terms in the Analog of (14) for Deuterium (106 cm: sx)
2.S¢_ $max - A2)/At 2.50 S - 0.638_ e
Case At = 0.8 yr At = 0.4 yr Year Value
a 1.3 1.04 I 0.70
b I.I 0.60 2 0.89
c 0.7 -0.16 3 0.65
Average 064
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Figure 8. Schematic of flow balances in thermosphere of Venus during solar maximum and minimum
periods
described in (3) to the period when solar activity changed from
its maximum value to the low value at the end of the PVO
mission. We found that steady state conditions were
established for H above about 160 km but not yet in the lower
thermosphere during the preentry period, while they appear to
be for D throughout the thermosphere. Therefore we conclude
that the steady state analysis is a valid approximation because
it dealt with only the observed density variations in the upper
thermosphere above about 160 kin. Consequently, these
results can be used in an evaluation of the evolution of H and
D.
The fractionation factor
f = 1 ,(Pe(D), (15)
R ,CPe(H),
is about 0.44, using the results listed in Tables 2 and 4 and R,
the current D/H ratio of 2.5 x 10:. This large value is
incompatible with charge exchange for which f is 0.02
[Krasnopolsky, 1985]. Hence the combined results suggest
that virtually all of the escape flux determined by this
procedure is due to the charge separation electric field. In any
case, taking the H and D fluxes obtained in this way without
specifying the physical mechanism, we arrive at the solar
cycle average rates
<tpe(H)> = 3.6 x 10 _ cm 2 s "l
(%(D)>=4x I0_cm2s"
f= 0.44
when en (D) = 0.4. The fluxes averaged over the entire planet
and the solar cycle ate <(p,(H)) = 7.2 x 104 cm "2st and ((p,(D)) =
8 x 10' cm" st.
The present water vapor mixing ratio is 30 ppm (0.015 m of
liquid or 8.3 x 1022 H atoms cm2). If this is the remnant of
simple Rayleigh fractionation of an early water reservoir
where the D/H ratio R0 was terrestrial or 1.6 x 10" and there are
no hydrogen sources comparable to <(p,(H)) the size of the early
reservoir was a factor
r = (R/Ro)l/(1-f)= (157)1/(1-0"44)= 8.34x103 (16)
times as large as the present one. This is enough water to
cover the planet with 125 m of liquid and is 3.8% of a full
terrestrial ocean.
If, on the other hand, hydrogen is in a steady state currently
with some source (e.g., cometary water and/or outgassed
interior water) whose D/H ratio is R, = 1.6 x 10" the ratio of
the primitive reservoir to the present one [Gurwell, 1995;
Donahue et al., 1996] is given by
r = pe fi/xlY - (e ft/_u - !) I. (17)
f
Here p is R/Ro or 157 and
•tH= ,_,/<%(H)> (18)
with ,_ being the column abundance of hydrogen in the entire
atmosphere. We note that (17) results when t/x H >> 1 in
Gurwell's [1995] full equation, which implies that H reaches a
steady state long before D does. Here, "_His 365 re.y., tl T, is
12.3, and ris 3.8 x 10 +. The consequence would be 570 m of
water or 17% of a full terrestrial ocean 4.5 Gyr ago on Venus.
With such a large fractionation factor, the relaxation time
for deuterium, %, is very small and the time required to
establish a steady state
XSS= "CHIf (19)
is only 830 m.y.. However, the D/H ratio in a source with
which the present-day hydrogen is in a steady state would have
to be very large
Rs = Rssf= 1. ! x 10 2. (20)
If instead the fluxes in Table 1 with the corresponding
deuterium fluxes are used, we can consider two cases, one in
which process CE is added to E, the other in which it is not. In
the first case, f= 0.I, and in the secondfis 0.15. Then
z H = (160 - 306) m.y.,
r = 275 or 383,
calling for an original reservoir 4.1 or 5.7 m deep when there
is no external source of water. Considering t = 4.5 Gyr, then t 
x H would be either 14.7 or 28.1, which calls for a ratio r of
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Table 9. Three Approaches Used to Determine Escape Fluxes
SolarCycleBulgeDensityChanges ElectricField
/ffi 0.44 f=0.15
Key Pararnelers No Source Source No Source Source
Elecmc Fieldand ChargeExchange
/=0.I
No Source Source
'tH (m.y.) 365 365 306 306 160 160
U'tH 12.3 147 28.1
< toe>* 3.6 3.6 4.3 4.3 8.2 8.2
r x 104 8.3 38 0.28 1.37 0.38 2.45
d (m) 125 570 4.13 20.6 5.75 36.8
*unitsof I0_cm "zs"I
1370 to 2450 between the original and present water
abundance if hydrogen is in a steady state with a source having
an Earth-like D/H ratio. This amounts to 20.6 or 36.8 m of
water uniformly distributed on the surface.
The various scenariosdescribedabove forthe decay of an
ancient reservoirof water are conveniently summarized in
Table 9 in terms of the three approaches used to determine
escape fluxes;namely, thosederived from solarcycle changes
in the H and D bulges, those obtained from measurements
relatedto electricfieldacceleration,and those produced by
combining escape fluxesdue to charge exchange and electric
fieldprocesses. The table identifieskey parameters used in
describing the decay of an early water reservoiron Venus,
where time t is 4.5 Gyr, ,to,,isthe global average hydrogen
escape flux, r is the ratio of the initial column of water in the
atmosphere to the current one, and d is its depth in liquid form
uniformly distributed over the surface. For each method, the
size of an ancient water reservoir is determined for two
possibilities, one with no external source of water and the
other in which the D/H ratio of the source Rs is 1.6 x 10". In
allcases,the DPrl enrichment p is 157. For each method, the
amount of water requiredin an initialreservoirwhen the
hydrogen escape fluxisin equilibriumwith an externalsource
isabout 5 to 6 times greaterthan isrequiredfor simple decay
(no source)of the reservoir.This resultisexpected because the
primordialwater reservoirmust be largerin the steady state
caseto overwhelm the low D/H waterbrought in by an external
(e.g.,cometary) source. Although the hydrogen escape fluxes
only differby about a factorof 2,the sizesof the ancient water
reservoirsdifferwidely to attain the deuterium enrichment
observed in Venus' atmosphere today. This is due to the fact
thatwhile the fractionationfactorsf differby 3 to 4 times,
thesedifferencesare magnified by the exponential dependence
of an initialwater reservoiron f. The differencesin the
fractionationfactorsare primarilyattributedto the differences
in the respectivedeuterium escape fluxes.At thistime we have
no way of determining which tPe(D)is most likely. However,
futurework aimed at minimizing some of the uncertainties
mentioned above could narrow thisgap. For example, since
the sourcefluxesand downward fluxesare dependent on global
circulation,improved estimates of these fluxes and their
effectiveareas could be obtained by a three-dimensional,
global circulationmodel for the major constituentsand H and
D (e.g., similar to the one developed by Mengel er al. [1989]
for He). This approach would require inclusion of lateral
transport and escape of H and D, because these processes arc
expected to have important effects on their circulation. Of
course, experiments to measure the structure and dynamics of H
and D throughout the thermosphere on a futur¢ mission to
Venus could greatly improve our understanding of escape and
evolution of the atmosphere.
Appendix
Paxton et aL [1988] compared daytime Lyman-a obtained
in nadir to horizon scans by the Pioneer Venus Orbiter
Ultraviolet spectrometer (OUVS)during the first three Venus
years with that predicted from model hydrogen density
profiles. These profiles were the result of calculating the
density with a specified upward hydrogen flow to from the
expression
f z dz'n(z) = nc(Z 1 - (p J nc(Z')[K(z') + D(Z')] (A1)
Zc
where K(z) and D(z) are the eddy and molecular diffusion
coefficients
nc(Z) = nc(Zc ) _c )
[ Z [ D(Z') K(Z') ] dz' (AT)
x _[ - zc LHl(z')J1_+ Ha(z,)]r(z,)+D(z,)
Here, H t and H a are the scale heights for hydrogen and the bulk
atmosphere. Paxton et al. set the reference altitude z c at 200
km. The emission rates near the horizon are sensitive mainly
to the density at high altitude, while the emission rates from
directly below the spacecraft are essentially determined by the
integrated vertical column density. This, in turn, is set by tO
and the hydrogen density below the hydrogen homopause. The
best fit to their data came from a profile with a flux of 7.5 x 10 r
cm 2 s_ and a density of 6 x 104 cm 3 at 200 kin.
This profile calls for a density of 6 x 107 cm 3 at 110 kin.
There is a problem associating a flux as large as %5 x 107 cm z
s _ with such a profile because that flux exceeds the limiting
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flux of hydrogen under the conditions specified. The limiting
flux ¢ptis D(100)nl/H a. With VIRA
D(Z) ffi 8.4 x 10 I_ T°_/na(Z). (A3)
Here, ¢ptis 3.3 x 107 cm 4 s", when T= 1780K, na = 8.3 x 10 t3
cm 3 at 110 kin. We have recalculated the hydrogen densities,
with n =6x 107 cm'3 at ll0km andK= 1.4 x 10_3/x: n o < 3 x
l07 cm 2 s"1. The results for a range of q_ from 0 to tpt are shown
in Figure 7. A density of 6 x 104 cm _ at 200 km results for
the profile with _0 = 2.3 x l07 cm: s t. That is a profile very
similar to that of Paxton et al. with tp = 7.5 x l07 cm 2 s L. In
this paper we assume that the PVOUVS results for 1978-1981
are best represented by this profile. Because the average
hydrogen densities for Venus years 1, 2, and 3 were 7.5 x 104
cm 3 at 200 kin, the densities and fluxes inFigure (7) should be
multiplied by a factor 1.25 to apply to the analysis in this
paper.
The noontime deuterium densities at 220 km during solar
maximum average 730 cm 3. If the D/H ratio is 2.5 x l0 2 for
Venus hydrogen, the deuterium density at I l0 km will be 1.9 x
l0 s cm 3 when the hydrogen density is 7.5 x l07 cm 3. We have
calculated n a for deuterium from (A2) with the molecular
diffusion coefficient
D(z) = 2.3 x 10 I_ T°7_/ha(Z) (A4)
the same as that for H: in CO 2 [Hunten, 1973]. The diffusive
equilibrium density at 220 km according to (A1) is 1.3 x 10'
cm 3. It follows from (A2) that the observed deuterium density
of 730 cm 3 at 220 km calls for an upward deuterium flux of 4.3
x l0 _ cm 2 s_ near the subsolar point. To reduce that flux
sufficiently to bring the calculated tbe into agreement with the
HG flux, n c would have to be reduced by a factor between 0.3 (e
=l,year3) and0.5 (e= 1.3, year 2). This would call for the
D/H ratio to be correspondingly reduced.
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SOLAR CYCLE VARIATIONS IN H + AND D + DENSITIES IN THE VENUS IONOSPHERE:
IMPLICATIONS FOR ESCAPE
Thomas M. Donahue
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Abstract. The hydrogen ion concentrations recently
observed on Venus, near solar minimum, by the Ion Mass
Spectrometer on the Pioneer Venus Orbiter in the anti-solar
sector (22:00-02:00 LST) of the ionosphere are" more than an
order of magnitude less than those previously observed at
solar maximum. This strong solar cycle variation has a
profound effect on the escape of hydrogen (and deuterium)
from Venus; almost all escape occurs during solar maximum.
After adjustment for solar cycle variation, a planet-averaged
hydrogen escape flux of 0.6-1.4 x 107 cm -2 s -1 is obtained
along with a large deuterium fractionation factor of 0.1-0.14.
These results suggest at least two plausible scenarios for the
evolution of water on Venus: (1) Water vapor on Venus
may be approaching a steady state if the escape flux is
balanced by endogenous or exogenous sources of water. The
source of water must be highly fractionated, with a D/H ratio
differing by less than an order of magnitude from the present
ratio of 2.4 x 10 -2, thus precluding low D/H water from
comets, asteroids or a mantle reservoir. (2) The present day
D/H ratio of 2.4 x 10 -2 could be established by Rayleigh
fractionation of an early low D/H water reservoir if the
escape flux was sufficiently large in earlier times. An early
water endowment at least 340 times today's abundance,
equivalent to 4.2 to 14 m of liquid water on the surface,
would be needed.
1. Introduction
The Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) spacecraft, which
explored the thermosphere of Venus between December,
1978 and July, 1980, has recently revisited that region.
During the late summer and fall of 1992 the spacecraft was
exploring the nighttime atmosphere at altitudes as low as 132
km. 1978-80 was a time of maximum solar activity. In
September, 1992, activity was declining toward a minimum.
Hence the Venus thermosphere and ionosphere was
examined with the same instruments during times of high and
low activity. The present paper will contrast the hydrogen
ion population of the ionosphere between 150 km and 700
km in the anti-solar sector (22:00 - 02:00 LST) under these
very different conditions.
2. Hydrogen Ion Densities at High and Low Solar Activity
Figure 1 shows examples of hydrogen ion densities
obtained by the PV Orbiter Ion Mass Spectrometer (OIMS)
Copyright 1992 by the American Geophysical Union.
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on orbits 5021 and 5032 (LST 00:47 - 01:57). Ions of mass 2
are also plotted. These are characteristic of conditions during
the present epoch. These profiles provide a vivid contrast
with conditions in 1978-80 when the densities observed
under similar conditions were about 10 times larger at 200
km and 30 times larger at 600 km [Bauer et al., 1985]. Even
though some of these data points will need further scrutiny,
no fine tuning can change the essential element on which this
analysis depends. The general level of the densities will not
change. It is very low. Figure 2 shows average profiles for
H + in filled and depleted ionospheres between 22:00 and
02:00 LST (orbits 4995-5033, 31 cases in all). Averages for
the two hours before and after midnight are shown separately.
In Figure 3 the VIRA model H + densities [Bauer et al., 1985]
for 150 ° - 170 ° SZA are shown along with the current results.
3. Implications for Hydrogen Escape
We wish to draw attention to the significance of such large
variations in H + for escape of hydrogen and deuterium from
Venus. Until recently four processes have been recognized
as contributing currently to escape: classical "Jeans" escape
(J), charge exchange between low temperature atoms and
high temperature ions (CE), collisions of hydrogen atoms
with high speed oxygen atoms produced by dissociative
recombination of 02 + (O*), and outflow in the plasma tail
(T). The first process is virtually inactive in the cold upper
atmosphere of Venus. Calculations of CE by Hodges and
Tinsley [1986] and by Rodriguez et al. [1984] give disparate
results -- 2.4 x 107 cm "2 s "1 in the first case and 0.4 - 1 x 107
cm "2 s-1 in the second. The latter authors also model a loss
by O* amounting to 1.2 x 106 cm "2 s" t that contrasts with a
recent result of 3.5 x 106 cm -2 s -1 obtained by Gurwell and
Yung [1992]. (T) has been discussed by Brace et al. [1987]
who produced evidence for O + escape in 1984 and argued for
an accompanying -- but unobserved -- planet wide average
H + flux of 5 x 106 ions/cm -2 s'l Two remarks need to be
made concerning the calculations. First, the ionospheric
models on which they were based were constructed with data
obtained by the PV orbiter during the solar maximum of
1978-80 (or the solar minimum of 1984 for T). Second, the
ionospheric models adapted by the two groups who have
calculated CE differ strikingly from each other, and neither
corresponds closely to the VIRA empirical model, which is
no more than an average of (OIMS and OETP) data obtained
during three successive passages of periapsis over the night
hemisphere (Figure 3). Obviously, these calculations need to
be repeated using H + densities obtained from PVO
observations. Allowance should be made for changes with
solar activity which will reduce the average CE flux by a
factor of 2 unless compensating changes in the neutral
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density occur. We note that O* will also vary, because radio
occuhation data [Kliore and Mullen, 1988] clearly show that
there is a large solar cycle modulation in 02 + density.
While awaiting the results of these exercises, it may be
possible to reconcile the results already published and to
adjust them for solar variability by recourse to the PV OIMS
results. From Figure 3 it is clear that the Tinslcy and Hodges
[1986] ion densities above 250 km are too high by a factor of
3 fl_r SZA 150°-180 °. A similar comparison at other zenith
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angles shows that, overall, they are effectively high by a
factor of about 2.7 for the entire nightside. Thus their CE
probably should be reduced from 2.8 to I x 107 cm -2 s- 1
Likewise the Rodriguez et al. [1984] fluxes are too low by a
factor of 2.3 and 1.9 for the SZA zones 150°-180 ° and 120: -
150 °, in which almost all CE is generated. For their Case 3
this changes their CE flux from 3.2 x l06 cm 2 s- 1 to 9 x 106
cm -2 s -1 during solar maximum. Thus, the results of the two
calculations may converge at about 107 cm -2 s -I if they are
pcrfurmed using the same {observed) H + densities.
It is interesting to compare these theoretical fluxes with the
recent determination of the upward flux of H + in the
nightside thermosphere of Venus by Hartlc and Grebowsky
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[1992]. Data obtained in the dawn (hydrogen bulge) sector
between midnight and 2 a.m., 150°-180 ° SZA show that H +
(and D +) ions in this region flow upward between 300 km
and the ion exobase at 500 kin, accelerated by the charge
separation electric field. This occurs in filled ionospheres
under quiet solar conditions -- as well as in ionospheric holes.
The H + flux reaches a local value of 8 x 107 cm-- s -1 and the
D + flux 3 x 105 cm "2 s "1 at 500 kin, with values larger by a
factor of 2 -- especially for D + -- possible. The midnight
region was selected because the lateral flow of ions from the
dayside stagnates there, and the vertical flow is not
complicated by the effects of day to night transport. There is
reason to expect that the outward flow detected here will also
be a component of the vertical flow evcrywhere on the
nightside, and be particularly strong in the region of the
bulge. Allowing for variation in H + density with SZA in the
bulge leads to the estimate that this flux would attain a value
of about 14 x 107 cm -2 s "1 between 150 ° and 120 ° and drop
to about 2.9 x 107 cm "2 between I2(/2 and 90 °. The average
bulee flux would be 7.5 x 1(17 cm -2 s -1. This would
correspond to a globally averaged flux of 1.5 x 107 cm "2 s- 1
if it assumed that almost all of the flow occurs in the bulge
which covers 20% of the planet's surface.
These upward flowing ions have two possible destinations.
One of these is the plasma flow of H + and D + accompanying
the tail ray O + flow described by Brace ct al. [1987] which
we have called T. The other is an analog of the telluric polar
wind in which the upward flowing ions are accelerated to
escape speed and escape into the solar wind with a flux P.
Thus a new process (P) would be added to the four already
identified in contributing to escape. We proceed now to
estimate the contribution of these five processes to obtain the
hydrogen escape flux averaged over the planet and over the
solar cycle. We shall also estimate the fractionation factor
for each process and for the aggregate of the five.
4. Escape Fluxes and Fractionation Factors
The fractionation factor for D escape relative to H is given
by
f = _.._.._D (1)
ct0H
where ot ts the D/H ratio in the mixed atmosphere
[Krasnopolsky, 1985]. With ct = 2.4 x 10 -2 [Donahue et al.,
1982; de Bergh et al., 1991; T.M. Donahue and R.R. Hodges,
Jr., unpublished 1992] f is 0.17 (and perhaps considerably
larger) for the thermospheric D + and H + flows obtained by
Hartle and Grebowsky [ 1992]. If the tail ray flow is really a
plasma flow, the fractionation factor ft is merely the ratio of
the D + and H + densities divided by ct. Since the density ratio
obtained by Hartle and Grebowsky [1992] is 6.2 x 10 "3, it
follows that fi = 0.26. If the D + and H + ions in the Venus
wind flow (P) have equal kinetic energies, as they should if
they are accelerated by an electric field, fp will be f,/-q_2 or
ILl5. (We note that the ratio of H + and D+velocities
obtained by Hanle and Grebowsky is, in fact, 1.4.) It follows
then, that P is 1.2 x 107 cm "2 s "1 and T is 0.3 x 107 cm "2 s -1.
Combining these flux values with the estimate of 0.9 x 107
cm -2 s "1, arrived at in Section 3 for CE, and 0.35 x 107 cm "2
Table 1. Escape Fluxes and Fractionation Factors
Process _ O
cm-2 s-I f cm-2 s-1 f f
CE 0.9(1) 0.02 (3) 0.9 0.02 0.02
O* 0.35(2) 0.31 (2) 0.35 0(4) 0.31
t 0.3(11 0.26
P 1.2( 1) 0.15( 1)
total 2.75 0.14 1.25 0.013(5) 0.1
average 1.4 0.6
(1)This paper; (2)Gurwell and Yung, [19921;
(3)Krasnopolsky, [ 1985]; (4)McElroy et al., [19821;
(51Hunten et al., [1982]..
s -1 for O* calculated by Gurwell and Yung [1992] gives a
total flux of 2.75 x 107 cm -2 s "1 at solar maximum, or a solar
cycled averaged flux 0 of 1.4 x 107 cm -2 s "1. Taking the
values derived for fp and ft together with 0.02 for fce and
0.31 for fo* [Gurwell and Yung, 1992] yields a total
fractionation factor of f = 0.14. Here we have always taken
ot to be 2.4 x 10 -2 or 150 times terrestrial.
In Table 1 we display the contributions of various
mechanisms to the escape flux and fractionation factors that
have been associated with these processes. The first two
columns give the values suggested in this paper. The next
three columns show the effect of neglecting tail ray and
Venus wind losses but allowing for the large increase in fo*
proposed by Gurwell and Yung [1992]. From this table it is
apparent that only charge exchange, and Jeans escape now
seem to discriminate severely against deuterium escape. No
matter what combination of processes is considered the
fractionation factor is 0.1 or larger, and the effective
hydrogen escape flux is severely reduced by solar cycle
effects. We shall now discuss the implications of these
changes for the evolution of water on Venus.
5. Evolution of Venus Water
Recently there has been a convergence of some
measurements of the water vapor mixing ratio in the lower
atmosphere toward 30 ppm [Pollack et al., 1992; Donahue
and Hodges, unpublished results 1992]. However, some
older credible analyses that call for much higher mixing
ratios -- up to 200 ppm -- remain unexplained. Thus there is
a possibility that the water vapor concentration is variable in
space and time and that possibility should still be allowed for
in a discussion of the water vapor budget of Venus -- present
and past. The rest of the hydrogen inventory is virtually
unbounded except by aeronomic constraints. Here we shall
consider a possible range of 30 to 100 ppm H20 equivalent.
The time required to exhaust such reservoirs by the escape
flux discussed here is given by
•t = H/_, (2)
where H is 8.3 x 1022 atoms cm "2 if the water vapor mixing
ratio is 30 ppm. For a flux of 1.4 x 107 cm -2 s "1 z lies
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between 190 and 630 My. The characteristic time for decay
of the D/H signature as D/H approaches a steady state value
in the presence of sources and sinks of water, is
= x_ (3)
[Krasnopolsky, 1985]. This is between 1.4 and 4.5 Gy. The
order of magnitude increase in f resulting from the
reevaluation of fo* and the large values of ft and fp,
therefore, means that it is plausible that the present day water
vapor is v,_ll on its way toward a steady state if sufficiently
strong sources -- endogenous or exogenous -- exist.
However, the same high efficiency for deuterium escape
which, on the one hand, makes "_ss short, on the other hand,
makes the ultimate D/H ratio, given by
(D/H).= _/?, (4)
[Krasnopolsky, 1985] only 7 times the source value, as.
Because water in comets very likely' has a D/I-I ratio in the
neighborhood of a few times 10 -4, this would appear to
preclude comets [Grinspoon and Lewis, 1988] as important
sources and to require mechanisms for producing a highly
fractionated source of water from a mantle reservoir, given
the present very high D/I-I ratio of 2.4 x 10 -2.
On the other hand it would be possible for the presently
large value of D/H to be established by simple Rayleigh
fractionation of an early water reservoir with a terrestrial like
D/H ratio if _ should increase adequately with H. If ot/Oto is
150 and f is 0.14 an ancient water supply 340 times larger
than the present atmospheric inventory would be required.
This is equivalent to 0.14 to 0.47 percent of a full terrestrial
ocean. To exhaust the associated hydrogen, _ would have to
increase appropriately with increasing water abundance
[Kumar et al., 1985].
6. Conclusions
Solar activity has a profound effect on hydrogen escape
from Venus; the fractionation factor for deuterium and
hydrogen escape is very large and our understanding of the
history of water on Venus is very confused. Virtually the
only scenario that appears to be excluded by our present
understanding of hydrogen and deuterium escape processes is
one that involves a steady state in which H and D outflow are
balanced by an input of low D/H water from comets,
asteroids or a mantle reservoir. However, it would be
difficult to underestimate the quality of our present
understanding either of the processes or the present hydrogen
inventory. Developments are occurring, it remains to be seen
whether or not they represent progress.
Conclusions, similar to those reached here regarding the
significance of the large fractionation factor generated by
process O* and T, were reached, prior to the preparation of
this paper, by D. H. Grinspoon [Unpublished manuscript;
International Colloquium on Venus, Aug. 10-12, Pasadena,
CA.]
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